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Local couple
thought they
beat COVID-19,
then they
tested positive
again
by Erin Quinn

T

his time last week, Ed
Lundergan and Carol Giannone Lundergan of
New Paltz, who had been
battling COVID-19 since
mid-March, were ready
to participate in a program to donate
their blood to help other patients fight
off the virus. Both had been feeling
well for over a week. They just needed
to be tested once again to confirm that
they were negative. That test happened
Friday, April 10. Over the weekend,
Carol felt some fatigue, as well as some
coughing and congestion, but thought
she was still on the road to recovery.
Three days later, they learned they
were still positive.
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Falling Waters preserve.

To close or not to close?
The debate over
parks in a pandemic
by William Dendis

W
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Carol and Ed Lundergan.
Carol said the couple were “gobsmacked” by the news. “To think that
this virus is still prevalent enough in
our bodies to present another positive
result is very troubling, humbling and,
honestly, scary.”

Sharing the experience
Ed is a SUNY New Paltz professor
and artistic director of Kairos: A Consort of Singers. Carol runs a software
company for labor unions. The couple
has been very open about their illness,
sharing it on Facebook and getting a
lot of community support during their
three-week-long quarantine. “People
have been so supportive and so kind,”
said Carol. She had posted updates on
their diagnosis and health for her large
following on the New Paltz Community
Facebook group.
Carol and Ed’s openness about living through COVID-19 has provided
insight into the illness for their friends,
Continued on page 3

ith nearly every
business
closed,
parks, nature preserves and railtrails across the
Hudson Valley are
seeing more use than ever. The fresh
air and exercise provide a welcome relief from lockdown-induced cabin fever. On the other hand, the sight of full
parking lots (especially with out-ofstate plates) and groups of people are
cause for alarm. These folks could be
spreading the virus.
Concerns about crowding at parks
have prompted closures. States like
Oregon and New Jersey have closed
all state parks. Here in New York,
Rockland and Sullivan counties have
closed county parks.
State parks have remained open,
with fees waived, but parking has
been cut back. Parking areas at Minnewaska have been limited to half
their capacity and gates have had to
be dosed to new visitors by around
noon on nice days. Due to the ability of the novel coronavirus to persist
on metal surfaces and the impossibility of playing basketball without close
contact (assuming you want to play defense), most playgrounds and basketball courts have been closed.
Mohonk Preserve closed on March
23, citing “severe overcrowding” and
an inability to maintain social-distancing. “Congestion points like trailheads,
parking areas and traditional gathering

spots on the Preserve were unsafe for
both our visiting public and our staff,”
said Gretchen Reed, the preserve’s director of communications.
But most green space remains open.
Not everyone is happy about this.
For example, in each Facebook town
hall hosted by Ulster County executive
Pat Ryan, numerous commenters have
demanded park closures. A sample:
“All rail trails should be closed, it’s
packed everyday all day! People need
to stay home and stop the spread!”
“Keep the NYC people out of the county!!! Close the parks and start fining
people for being out!!!”
“Will you close the rail-trails? All
parking lots were packed last week. To-

ue to see folks not following the social
distancing at those sites, we’re going to
have no other choice,” he said.

Violators can be reported
Last week, Governor Andrew Cuomo
announced that fines for violating social-distancing rules could double from
$500 to $1000. “It’s my way of saying, this is serious,” the governor said.
“Raising the fine is my way of saying,
enforce the law.”
On Thursday, Ryan highlighted a
section on the county’s website that
linked to the state complaint form
for violators of the state’s PAUSE Act,
which forbids non-essential gatherings
of any size for any reason and the operation of non-essential businesses. The social-distancing part of the form asks
for a date, time and esti‘I’m hesitant to [close the parks]
mated number of individubecause it is one of the few
als observed at the location. Ryan said complaints
valves for people to get fresh
would be routed through
local law enforcement and
air, but if we continue to see
municipal leaders, and the
folks not following the social
county would “strictly vet”
complaints before taking
distancing at those sites, we’re
action.
Given the difficulty of engoing to have no other choice.’
forcing the social-distancing rules, so far most places
have opted to simply close
tally impossible to stay distant.”
their parks or urge voluntary compliRyan said there’s been discussion
ance rather than prosecute violators.
about closing county parks, includThat may be changing. Last week, Sauing the Ashokan rail-trail. He urged
gerties police chief Joe Sinagra shared
residents to follow guidelines against
a warning letter he said was sent to two
congregating in groups and to always
alleged violators this week -- a nonremain six feet apart.
essential business said to be operating,
“I’m hesitant to [close the parks]
and a marina that hosted a work party
because it is one of the few valves for
in order to put their dock in service.
Continued on page 2
people to get fresh air, but if we contin-
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Few complaints to Scenic Hudson
Had Scenic Hudson, which operates 44
parks up and down the river, heard complaints about large groups and non-sociallydistance walkers? Rita Shaheen, director
of parks and community engagement, said
the parks are certainly seeing an increase
in visitation, but, with the exception of one
location, the organization hasn’t received
complaints or demands to close. Just the
opposite. Employees who have entered the
park to do maintenance have observed visitors behaving responsibly. Anecdotally, visitors have said that’s been their observation
as well.
The exception was Mount Beacon, where
the parking lot and trail are narrow and
congested enough to be causing problems. (Similar reasons were given for closing Kaaterskill Falls in Greene County last
week.) Shaheen said the organization had
received complaints prior to closure. Most
visitors thought it was a good idea to close it.
The organization has taken other measures, such as blocking off areas where congregation is likely. At the pavilions at Poet’s
Walk in Dutchess County, brochures have
been replaced with QR codes that will send
park info to visitors’ cell phones. Toilets have
been removed or blocked off toilets, and signage urging social distancing added. The
plan is to continue monitoring activity and
assessing things on a park-by-park basis.
“Our overall mission is to connect people
to the Hudson River and its amazing landscapes, and all the natural assets that we have
here,” she said. “And our network of parks are
the places that can do that. And now, more
importantly, because there’s a place to seek
solace, peace of mind, and to relax, to exercise during this really challenging time. So
we’ve made the decision to keep the parks
open.”

PHOTOS BY DION

Falling Waters can be enjoyed while socially distancing.

A natural disinfectant?
An April 7 article in The Atlantic argued against
closing parks. “The outdoors, exercise, sunshine,
and fresh air are all good for people’s immune
systems and health, and not so great for viruses,”
writes Zeynep Tufekci. She cited evidence for the
link between exercise and a strong immune sys-

tem and for vitamin D, which is synthesized by
exposure to sunlight, helping to ward off respiratory diseases. She mentioned a 2009 analysis of
the success of outdoor hospitals during the 1918
flu pandemic which had concluded that people
should be encouraged to spend as much time as
possible outside during a subsequent pandemic.
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The old phrase “sunshine is the best disinfectant,” usually used in the context of government transparency, applies. “From many
lab and other studies, we know that ‘ultraviolet radiation inactivates influenza virus and
other viral pathogens and that sunlight kills
bacteria,’ wrote Tufekci, quoting the 2009
analysis.
Closures of parks can have the effect of
pushing people indoors, obviously less ventilated than the open air. The remaining
parks that are still open can become overcrowded. Indeed, the decisions of nearby
counties and the state of New Jersey to close
parks has been cited as reasons that parks
further north should preemptively close, lest
swarms of visitors from areas farther south
with higher rates of infection come up here
to recreate.
On Thursday, April 9, county executive
Ryan said the county would be monitoring
visitation and deciding whether to close any
parks. “Especially heading into this weekend, if the weather’s looking nice, we may
have to look at that.”
Ryan did not end up choosing to close the
parks. But law enforcement have been on the
lookout for violators. The subject came up at
the Tuesday, April 14 Facebook town hall
with Ryan and Ulster County Sheriff Juan
Figueroa.
Figueroa said a deputy patrolled the Ashokan Rail Trail, which is the most used county
property, over Easter weekend. He said the
report was that there were some groups that
were walking together, but they were generally families who have been spending the
lockdown indoors together anyway, so social
distancing “is not really a requirement.” Most
others, who weren’t related, were maintaining social-distancing, said the sheriff. “Just
OGFUST
because you see a parking lot full, doesn’t
mean that the people aren’t practicing social
distancing.”
He said residents who see others violating the
rules should speak up -- to the violators that is.
“It’s not just us in law enforcement or the county
executive’s office; if you see people that need to be
distant, then say so. It’s your obligation because
we’re trying to save lives.”

888-501-2811

1445 ROUTE 9 • WAPPINGERS FALLS

MONDAY-THURSDAY: 9 AM - 8 PM • FRIDAY-SATURDAY: 9 AM - 6 PM • SUNDAY: 12 PM - 4 PM
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New Paltz couple
continued from page 1
neighbors and community. “I’ve had the flu a
couple of years ago and it was awful, but I only
felt horrible for a few days,” said Carol. “This one
lasted over two weeks.” She had a terrible cough
and felt “crappy,” After a week or so, she started to
feel better, “and then it came back again!”
Ed said that when Carol was feeling particularly
bad that second week of the virus, he had to drive
her to the emergency room at Vassar and “they
wheeled her into the emergency room. I didn’t
know if I was ever going to see her again. She was
released, but that was a moment I won’t forget.”
Ed had more typical flu-like symptoms of high
fevers and body aches. Both reported an incredible fatigue from the virus. “The fatigue was the
amazing thing,” said Carol. “I felt like I would literally hit a brick wall and couldn’t move or think
straight or do anything.”

The real thing
As the two slowly emerged from the illness and
their quarantine, they learned that their plasma
was in great demand, both as a way to treat patients and potentially to find a vaccine. “We received a letter lifting our quarantine,” said Carol.
When first diagnosed, they were visited by a nurse
from the Ulster County Department of Health
(DOH), who had them sign two sets of legal documents putting them into quarantine.
“It was surreal. It took me aback and was a little
scary,” recalled Carol.
“It made you realize that this is the real thing.
This is serious,” added Ed.
There are clinical trials in New York that need
plasma donated from people who had recovered
from the virus. “I called Mount Sinai, but never
heard back,” Carol said.
They had better luck locally. “Someone mentioned a program through Vassar [Brothers] Hospital, which I found on their website and signed
up. A woman contacted me right away and told
me what the process was.”
Asked at the time why they would want to subject themselves to more testing and donating their
blood, Carol said, “How could we not? We’re both
in our mid-60s. I have asthma and diabetes. We’re
so fortunate to have gotten through this. So, what
if I have to get an extra swab and get stuck? If we
can help save someone’s life?”
Carol and Ed had to be symptom-free and send
proof that they had tested positive. A doctor sent
them a prescription to get tested again, which they
did last week in Kingston. If those tests had come
back negative, the next step would have been to
make an appointment with the Red Cross to donate their blood.
People with loved ones were ill were reaching out
to Carol and Ed desperately trying to get some plasma from them. “A man contacted me because his
son is very ill with the virus and he wanted to know
if I could donate plasma,” she said. “He sounded so
desperate to help his son. It was painful. We’ve received several e-mails and texts like that.”
Though unable to help in that way, the couple
were excited to be part of a potentially life-saving
solution to an illness that isn’t expected to have an
effective drug therapy for several more months or
vaccine for 12-18 months.
“I’m really excited to be a part of something that
could possibly save someone else’s life,” said Carol
last week. “If my antibodies can help, I’m all for it!”

PROVIDED

Carole and Ed Lundergan.
When their latest test came back positive, they
were placed back in quarantine, unable to donate
their plasma as planned. They warned their community that when the DOH had originally lifted
their quarantine, they had gone out to a local supermarket and health-food store.

We know so little about it
The couple are not alone in their experience of
being surprised by a second positive test. A recent
op/ed in The New York Times by a woman who
was diagnosed, hospitalized and released from the
hospital spoke about her lingering symptoms, the
lack of clarity and data on what constitutes “recovery” from this novel coronavirus. South Korea

reported 91 patients tested positive again after a
negative test and abatement of symptoms. (To be
clear, Ed and Carol never tested negative.)
So much remains unknown about the virus. We
still don’t know much about its prevalence in the
population, its causes, transmission, seasonality,
complications, and long-term health impacts. With
more than 10,000 fatalities in New York State alone,
we’re in the dark as to how long infected patients remain contagious or what recovery looks like.
Ed and Carol, enthusiastic about trying to help
others, have made us all realize just how little we
know about this virus. Hudson Valley One will
continue to document the Lundergans’ journey to
being a part of the COVID-19 solution.

Dolphin
Plumbing Inc.

Fully insured | Serving the Mid-Hudson Valley

EMERGENCY SERVICE
Boilers & Furnaces
Toilets, Sinks, Faucets
Bathroom Renovations

Well Tanks
Pipe Repairs
Drain Cleaning
Water Heaters

You are in safe waters with us!

(845) 834-2797

www.dolphinplumbingandheating.com

917-204-2544
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News notes

News of New Paltz, Kingston,
Woodstock, Saugerties and beyond

Gardiner Library goes Zoom
The Gardiner Library invites teens between the
ages of 13 and 18 to join the teen advisory board at
the Gardiner Library. The next meeting takes place
virtually via Zoom this Sunday, April 19 from 1:30
to 2:30 p.m. and continues to meet on the third
Sunday of the month. Those interested in attending must contact Carolyn Thorenz at cthorenz@
rcls.org for the Zoom meeting link and password.
Attendees receive community service hours.
The library will host another Battle of the Books
2020 meeting virtually via Zoom on Sunday from
2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Contact Carolyn Thorenz at
cthornez@rcls.org for the Zoom link and password. This meeting will discuss the book The
Prince and the Dressmaker by Jen Wang. The
book is available digitally through Overdrive and
Libby by using your library card.
Other Zoom events are scheduled. For information, visit www.gardinerlibrary.org or the library’s
Facebook page.

Saugerties | police

Basilica Hudson programming
Having postponed its planned 2020 spring season of programming due to Covid 19, Basilica
Hudson has announced a revised plan centered
on continuing to support art and artists through
digital programming, the creation of new work,
climate action films and the presentation of a new
piece of public art.
In celebration of Earth Day, on Tuesday, April 21
Basilica will continue its collaboration with Certified BCorp SunCommon to present a streamed
selection of short films focused on solutions to the
climate crisis, as part of SunCommon’s Climate
Action Film Festival. Filmmakers will include
long-time friend of Basilica Green initiatives Jon
Bowermaster, whose award-winning work presents striking local and global studies into those
working to combat the climate and energy crisis.
More information is at basilicahudson.org.
Navigating the pandemic
New Paltz village officials have started a series
of conversations with local business leaders to facilitate sharing of frustrations and successes in a
locked-down world. Last Thursday, village resident Rich Suoto, director of Learning Through an
Expanded Arts Program, Inc. (LEAP), recounted
the uncertainty of working as a vendor for large
governments.
On March 13, Mew York mayor Bill DiBlasio affirmed that city schools would be remaining open,
only to announce two days later that he was closing them all. That resulted in Suoto notifying 310
part-time employees Monday morning that they
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A playground in Saugerties.

Saugerties enforces bans
Enforcement of social-distancing rules and the ban on non-essential businesses in New York State is getting kicked up a notch in Saugerties. Last week, Saugerties police
chief Joe Sinagra shared a warning letter sent to two local businesses.
“Letters were hand-delivered by officers, one letter to a local business that is non-essential
and was alleged to have been open for business,” he explained. “The other letter went to a
local marina that was holding a work party today in order to put their dock in service.” The
letter says violations will first be addressed “in the least invasive enforcement approach,”
warning letters before fines, which can run into the thousands of dollars.
Governor Andrew Cuomo announced last week that fines for violating social-distancing
rules, which include non-essential gatherings of any size for any reason, would double from
$500 to $1000. “It’s my way of saying this is serious,” he said. “Raising the fine is my way of
saying enforce the law.”
Ulster County executive Pat Ryan highlighted a section on the county’s website that links
to the state complaint form for violators. He said enforcement was likely to be stepped up.

were being laid off. The organization is still owed
close to $1 million for work already completed, but
city education officials “won’t pick up the phone.”
Mayor Tim Rogers advised that similar talks

with other local business owners via the Zoom
platform are being planned, and will be announced on the village’s Facebook page.
— Terence P Ward

New Paltz | solar

Solar project still proceeding
Plans to build a solar array over the capped
landfill on Clearwater Road in New Paltz have not
fallen victim to the economic shutdown brought in the
wake of pandemic. According to town supervisor Neil
Bettez, the town board will again be asked to consider
if it’s worthwhile to cut down trees that are nearing maturity to produce even more energy.
At an upcoming virtual meeting, the board will be
provided with two alternatives: one that only utilizes
the space over the capped landfill, and another that will
involve cutting down some adjacent trees.
The proposal discussed publicly in November called
for up to eight acres of clear-cutting. That figure was
part of a proposal forwarded for Sol Systems, the company originally awarded the bid, and not the current
vendor, HESP Solar. Terms of that earlier proposal
were for a 25-year lease and a promise of 4.6 megawatts
of power produced. The terms of the new deal have not
yet been released.
— Terence P Ward

DION OGUST

Solar panels at the Saugerties landfill.
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region | virtual tip

Bottoms up
As is well known, more than 16 million
Americans filed for unemployment in the
first full three weeks since widespread lockdowns were instituted. Servers, bartenders,
baristas and other service industry personnel
have been particularly hard hit.
A new venture called Service Industry Tips
aims to help these workers by allowing tips to
out-of-work servers. “The idea behind this is
not tipping to pay someone’s rent but more to
make them smile and help out in small ways,”
said Raquel Carrion, who is administrator of
the central Ulster County group.
Users visiting the site are presented with
the name and most recent employer of a local
server. They can then choose to leave them a
tip using Venmo or the Cash App (you’ll need
an account). The server’s name is generated
randomly. You can refresh to page to see another, though the service’s developers suggest
tipping the first name that shows up so everyone gets a turn.
Carrion isn’t a server herself. Why someone
who prepared their own meal or drink choose
to use the service?
“The reality is, we could always stay home
to enjoy food or beverages, but we as consumers and community members choose to go out to enjoy the company and service of others,” she

responded. “In a community like this, it
is easy to develop close relationships with
our servers, bartenders and restaurant
staff, and this is our way of saying, we miss
you, we’re thinking of you and we can’t
wait to see you again. It’s not news to anyone that typically eating and drinking at
home is less expensive, so think of sharing a small portion of that cost savings to
someone who is no longer benefiting from
your ability to go out.”
Over 50 servers have already signed up
and just over 100 tips have been given.
The service is open to workers in other
industries as well, including hairdressers,
hotel cleaning staff and others.
If you participate, consider being adventurous. Try a new recipe. Mix a new cocktail. Something more creative than macand-cheese and a Bud Light.
“I have made it a fun game,” said Carrion. “When I pour myself a glass of wine, I
open the site and see the randomly generated servers name and tip as though they
served me the glass. In this community,
DION OGUST
you’re likely recognize many of the names,
and it feels good to send them a note and a tip.”
— William Dendis

Museum donates PPE
The Hudson River Maritime Museum’s Wooden
Boat School had a number of nitrile gloves and
N95 masks on hand prior to the pandemic. Over
the last few weeks, museum staff had been coordinating with the state to donate them to the state

Kingston | government

Kingston’s Covid 19 response

Est. 1928

Central Ulster location
• Ulster County’s regional funeral home
• Serving Highland, New Paltz, Milton, Marlboro,
Plattekill, Clintondale, Modena, Gardiner,
West Park, Esopus & Kingston
• Traditional and non-traditional funeral, burial,
cremation and memorial services
• Pre-arrangement counseling

Contact us about pre-need arrangements made in the past
which can easily be transferred to our Firm

• Complete services available for former residents
who have relocated
• Vast off-street private parking
• Wheelchair accessible
DION OGUST

City Hall in Kingston.
According to Kingston mayor Steve Noble, the local Emergency Food Collaboration is now delivering more than 1000 meals and groceries to 75 families per day. Kingston has made an additional $30,000 contribution to both Family of Woodstock and People’s Place to further support them in providing emergency food assistance, food delivery
arrangements and emergency counseling. Additionally, city government is contributing
$12,000 to the YMCA for operating costs at the food distribution point.
Other special city government efforts include:
• Requesting that governor Cuomo’s office extend the City of Kingston’s second property
tax payment, which is due April 30, for 21 days.
• The Kingston water and sewer departments waived all water and sewer bill penalties
starting on bill due dates beginning April 7 until at least May 12.
• The City’s Office of Community Development has secured approximately $440,000 in
CDBG disaster recovery funds.
• The Kingston local development corporation is working to expand its small business
loan program.
• The City of Kingston assessor has cancelled all planned reassessments at this time. Assessments for all properties will remain the same except in the case of improvements, inventory adjustment or change of use.
• The mayor said he was looking to hear from people in the community who witness acts
of kindness. Email him.

John Beck
VICE PRESIDENT

Licensed Funeral
Director
Great Grandson of the Founder

Anita Torsone
Freer
PRESIDENT

Licensed Funeral
Director

James Childs
Jr.
Licensed Funeral
Director

Granddaughter of the Founder

A former Elting Family Home

38 Main Street
Highland,
New York
(845) 691-2281

www.TorsoneMemorial.com
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New Paltz | land preservation

New Paltz preservation plan
The Town of New Paltz has contracted with environmental
planner Ted Fink to develop a community preservation plan to update
and integrate the community’s open space and historic preservation
plans. The new plan will draw on the data and documents the town has
developed on natural resources, agricultural and historic properties.
“This is a forward-looking project that will help New Paltz secure
future funding to protect priorities identified by the community,” said
Neil Bettez, New Paltz town supervisor. “For that reason, I consider
this effort a good investment in the future of our community.”
New Paltz values these natural resources. “This period of social distancing has, if anything, heightened awareness among residents about
the value of New Paltz’s open spaces and public trails and the restorative power of nature. It is as important as ever that we continue our
work to set priorities and plan for conservation and stewardship of our
natural areas, recreation assets and historic properties,” said Ingrid
Haeckel, chair of the town environmental commission board. “We are
delighted to be able to work with Ted Fink at this time.”
“New Paltz is known for its wealth of iconic scenery, open spaces,
recreational assets, habitats, farmland and historic features,” said Fink.
“I am happy to be working with New Paltz to set priorities and develop
a community preservation plan, particularly since so much good work
has already been done by volunteers in the town, and the current and
previous town boards.”
CARA LEE

The Wallkill Valley Rail Trail.

stockpile. On April 7, 170 N95 masks and 700 nitrile gloves were given to Vassar Hospital.
The Hudson River Maritime Museum is now
temporarily closed due to the coronavirus pandemic. All spring events have been cancelled or
postponed until the end of May. Programs occurring after May will be assessed on a rolling basis.
All program registration is currently on hold.

Tired of Netflix? Consider local cable
Members of the New Paltz Public Access Committee are charged with making the local cable
channel that’s provided under terms of a franchise
agreement the best it can be. With many people
suddenly unemployed and with little to do, this
could be their shining moment.
According to committee member Don Kerr, who
also produces the long-running Slice of New Paltz

Highland | history

Highland’s 1957 pandemic
This is not the first time
that the Highland schools
have been closed for a pandemic and have had to turn
to distance learning.
Back in 1957, Highland
schools were also closed due
to a category-two flu pandemic outbreak of an influenza A (H2N2) virus that
emerged from East Asia.
It hit the United States by
June, but seemed not to infect many people. By November, however, a second
pandemic wave of illness
spread quickly, resulting in
numerous cases of infection,
especially in young children,
the elderly and pregnant
women, forcing Highland to
close for at least a week.
At this time, Cathryn “Kitty” Brault Gruner, Class of
1964, was in the sixth grade.
PROVIDED
Her teacher, Mrs. Langwick,
This is not the first time that Highland Central School
who taught in Highland for
District has been closed for a pandemic and had
over 40 years, wanted to be
to turn to “distance earning” to keep their students
sure that her students were engaged in their schoolwork. During a pandemic in
keeping up with their les- 1957 that closed their schools for a period of time,
sons. Her method of dis- a two-cent stamp and a postcard served as their
tance learning? A two-cent distance learning tools during the closure.
stamp and a postcard that
did not even need a house number or zip code to get delivered.
Brault Gruner recalls being annoyed that her sister, Lynn Brault Weidman, didn’t get
homework (an early lesson that sometimes things just aren’t “fair” through a child’s eyes).
Their mom, Catherine, served the Highland community as the head cook at Highland Elementary School for many years.

series that airs on Channel 23, there is a full-court
press to fill up the schedule with new programs.
Much of what has aired on the channel recently
has been repeats of old local shows to supplement
government meetings, and those meetings are not
what they used to be.
Public access coordinator Bob Fagan, in an
email to Kerr, confirmed that evening programming pre-pandemic was all live broadcast of government meetings. Now, with those being conducted via video conference, they are not aired live
at all. Moreover, due to a combination of learning
how to use these platforms and there just not being as much work to do, most meetings are running closer to half an hour, rather than the two to
four which was the old normal.
In a post on Facebook, Kerr said that public access committee members are “responding aggressively to the need for our community to stay home,
stop the spread and stay well-grounded while doing so” by asking “our neighbors: what can you
bring to your community via video that might
brighten our days and our nights? Yoga classes
or tai chi? A film starring your children? Poetry?
Education?”
Much of what’s aired on Channel 23 in the past
has been political in focus, but during the pandemic there has been a shift: there are religious
services from several denominations now being
broadcast, as well as daily briefings from the governor. Based on this announcement, it’s clear that
expanding well beyond the current scope is precisely what’s being sought at this time.
This call for content is open to anyone with a
New Paltz address. The promise is that if residents
step up and offer any kind of entertainment or
education in a video format, committee members
“will work hard to provide a means to share your
content with your neighbors.”
Inquiries and submissions should be sent to
submissions@npstv.org. Creators will be asked to
provide permission to share their work in writing.
No matter what’s created, it’s probably safe to say
that Channel 23 will be getting its highest viewership in the coming weeks.
— Terence P Ward

Blue line to get a green stripe in New Paltz
New Paltz town police hope to be purchasing
the department’s first hybrid vehicle in the near
future. According to Lieutenant Robert Lucchesi, a request to order a Ford hybrid sports utility
vehicle as a replacement for an older, solely gasguzzling car will be made during the April 16
town council meeting. The money will come from
SUNY impact aid, a relatively new source of funding intended to offset local government costs in
host communities for state colleges. In the case
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Renowned photorealist painter Tom Blackwell
dies from complications of COVID-19

T

he renowned photorealist
painter Tom Blackwell, 82,
and a longtime presence in
the Hudson Valley, succumbed
April 8 to COVID-19 complications at a Poughkeepsie hospital whose
name was not included in death announcements made by his longtime New
York City gallery, Louis K. Meisel, which
will be running a show of Blackwell’s work
through May.
Most recently, Blackwell and his wife
of 50-plus years, the author Linda Chase,
lived in Rhinebeck. The artist first came
to the Hudson Valley in the 1960s, when
he took a job running a Woodstock gallery
as a step towards getting closer to the New
York City art world, which he moved in to
and became a dominant force in by the
late 1960s, early 1970s.
Born in Chicago, Illinois on March 9,
1938, Blackwell became inspired to paint
at age 11 following a trip to the Art Institute of Chicago for a van Gogh exhibit.
When in high school, his family relocated
to California where the teenager started
selling small watercolor paintings inspired by the landscape of nearby Yosemite National Park, with inspiration and
support from the region’s renowned photographer, Ansel Adams.
Blackwell enlisted in the Navy at age
17, planning to follow his service with
G.I. Bill-funded art education that never
materialized when the popular program
changed its guidelines. Instead he joined
the long-established arts colony in Laguna Beach, California, then considered
not only one of the hottest hippie enclaves Tom Blackwell.
outside San Francisco, but a nexus for experimental new trends in visual arts.
nated motorcycles and car engines garnered critiEstablishing himself as an abstract expressionist, Blackwell moved on to try his hand at Pop Art
cal praise and the interest of museum and private
while moving on from Laguna Beach to Los Ancollectors. By 1976, he was represented exclugeles, San Francisco, and then Woodstock. By the
sively by Meisel, a regular in key museum shows,
late 1960s he was in New York City’s then-fresh
and the focus of a growing number of art world
SoHo district, where he and Chase bought and
articles and books. This prompted him to expand
his focus to ever-more-complex subject matter,
renovated a former industrial loft (with Ornette
including store windows in urban settings.
Coleman a renter at one time), and Blackwell’s
“The year he joined my gallery he painted the
arts reputation took off with the inclusion of his
landmark Jaffrey. In this composition, he painted
Pop-inspired painting “Gook”, a reaction to the
a classic Blackwell motorcycle in front of a smallVietnam War, included in a Whitney Museum
of American Art, and his concurrent move into
town store window, beautifully combining what
the new world of Photorealism alongside Chuck
are the two most important themes of his work…
It is not often that an artist has a major and key
Close, Richard Estes and others.
work acquired by arguably the most important
museum in the world, the Museum of Modern
By the early 70s, Blackwell’s iconic largeArt,” Meisel wrote of Blackwell this week. “Since
scale paintings of chrome- and reflection-domi-

that time, we have shared many wonderful years working together. Tom Blackwell was always a leader of the Photorealist movement, right up through the
digital age.”
Blackwell was always quick to note how
painting in the highly detailed style of
Photorealism – which would often mean
a work would take many months to complete as he worked a full daily regiment
– provided, “the opportunity to explore
the complex visual experience of the contemporary world, the complexities of the
light, the shadings of color, tonality and
spatial relationships.”
In other words, Blackwell – always a
true painter’s painter – relished the entire
practice of his craft as well as its art, even
when he bristled at the failure of some of
his more experimental works – including
a prescient series of “Montage Paintings”
juxtaposing ancient/rural elements with
contemporary and even digital imagery
– failed to match the expectations of his
established collectors.
After SoHo, Blackwell and Chase
moved on to New Hampshire and the
Catskill Mountains community of New
Kingston before settling in Rhinebeck,
with him expanding his horizons by
teaching in the Masters Program of the
School of Visual Arts in New York and
serving as artist-in-residence at Dartmouth College, Keene State University,
New Hampshire and the University of
Arizona.
I recall Tom as a quiet, reflective,
PROVIDED
sweet-tempered man with a deep sense
of humor. We all drove his cats and art
supplies down to Florida on one occasion, spent many an evening under starry
skies in the Catskills talking about finding ways
to match the beauty of art with the beauty of life.
I also recall how meticulous Blackwell could be,
and how perturbed he was every time I wrote a
piece about he and his art… noting every wronglyplaced piece of punctuation or insinuation of age,
or a possible diminishing of success over the years.
“I love the way these images caught by the
photograph confound your visual expectations,”
Blackwell once said. In a quote he shared with me.
“The way the outside world intrudes or gets invited in by the reflections, whether it’s a chrome hubcap, a rear view mirror or a plate glass window.”
Tom Blackwell, a truly great painter, is survived
by his wife, Linda Chase, his step-daughter, Leila
Knox, his brothers Patrick and James and his sister Janet.

that the technology is now up to the task of supporting modern police work while using less gasoline. “We hope to purchase and lease more hybrid
vehicles” in the future, he added.
— Terence P Ward

insulation, cabinets, carpeting, sinks, toilets, etc.
No electronics or hazardous waste, including
paint and chemicals. Coupons are available at the
New Paltz Recycling Center, located at 3 Clearwater Road. Please bring in property tax receipt for
proof of residency.

of New Paltz, $150,000 is going to the village fire
department, and $50,000 to the town police department.
The police department is one of the biggest contributors to greenhouse gases within the town’s
government, as disclosed in an inventory of carbon-equivalent emissions performed as part of
the effort to get New Paltz certified as a “climate
smart” community. It’s not just that there are a
number of police vehicles, but that they tend to be
left idling much of the time that they are in service. That’s because of how they are used.
“Our officers are using their vehicles as an office more and more, and do as much as possible in
the police car,” said Lucchesi. The computers and
other equipment draw a lot of power, enough that
the battery would be quickly drained if the gas
engine wasn’t left running as they did their work.
“This car is designed to expand the idling time we
normally have in a patrol vehicle battery to handle
that,” he said. “It’s a more environmentally sound
vehicle [that] falls in line with climate-smart initiatives.”
The lieutenant said that there’s “excitement” in
the department about this prospect, because the
anecdotal evidence that’s been gathered suggest

Spring cleanup in New Paltz
Due to the evolving COVID-19 health crisis,
the Village of New Paltz is postponing this year’s
spring pick up of both brush and household material until further notice. Once a new date is
determined, the Village will notify residents via
the newspaper, on the Village website and social
media. Please email any questions to the DPW at
dpw@villageofnewpaltz.org.
Spring drop-off in New Paltz
The New Paltz Recycling Center will hold its annual spring drop-off on Tuesday, April 21 through
Saturday, May 2 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Town
of New Paltz town property taxpayers may drop
off one Freon unit, one non-Freon major appliance and one piece of furniture up to three seats
or a box spring and mattress. The center will also
accept one load of garbage, up to two yards. No
construction material, including lumber, drywall,

HAPPY SPRING!

NOW SCHEDULING
NEW POOL INSTALLATIONS
AND POOL OPENINGS.
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The proper balance
Political analysis by
Geddy Sveikauskas

W

hen it comes to New York
bail reform, Ulster County assemblymember Kevin Cahill,
county district attorney David
Clegg and sheriff Juan Figueroa
appear to be singing different
parts from the same hymnal. The three Democratic officeholders last week issued a press release supporting with varying degrees of enthusiasm this year’s bail and discovery modifications to
last year’s controversial state legislation.
Among the changes made this year were the inclusion of additional charges that will be eligible
for bail, expanded judicial authority, revised discovery time frames and the provision of additional
prosecutorial resources. The changes were included within the 2020-21 state budget.
Kevin Cahill’s voice contained a begrudging
note. “Recognizing the popular will to amend last
year’s landmark legislation even before it had a
chance to be proven, I value the important input
from several prosecutors and law-enforcement
officials from across New York,” said the longtime assemblymember’s statement. “I believe the
changes made address the most important points
raised while respecting the core reform last year’s
legislation represented.” In the context of the original reforms, Cahill added, the changes “respect a
fair and firm balance between the rights of society
and the victims and of those who are accused.”
The district attorney praised the part of the new
legislation that gave the prosecution more time
and greater resources to make their case. The
amendments stopped short of giving county districts attorney the right selectively to deny bail at
their discretion, as many of them and their supporters had sought. “In particular, the amendments to the discovery law were much needed and
were smartly targeted to make sure that expedited
discovery took place where a defendant was detained pre-trial, but allowed additional time for
prosecutors to respond to other cases,” said David
Clegg. He too felt the changes “struck the proper
balance.”
Juan Figueroa saw the difficulty of the task of
balancing public safety and individual rights. “The
criminal justice system was in need of reform to
protect the underprivileged and people of color
– a system that was flawed and unfair,” said the
sheriff. “The law had numerous unintended consequences, and I know how tough it was to amend
this law. Protecting victims and due process are a
mainstay in our criminal justice system.”
The modification of the new bail law this year
became the occasion of one of Albany’s most bitterly fought debates. The opponents, including
law-enforcement officials from both major parties, were virtually unanimous in their call for
outright appeal of last year’s legislation. Sensing a
major opportunity in the court of public opinion,
they pointed to an unending succession of crimes
allegedly committed by those released under the
law.
The State Senate earlier this year discussed giving judges more discretion in deciding whether
to keep accused criminals in jail. The Assembly,
equally Democrat-dominated, stoutly opposed
that change. Liberal New York City mayor Bill de
Blasio said that judges should be given some discretion in deciding when to keep criminal defendants in jail, a position that undermined the As-

sembly stance that the new legislation hadn’t been
given a fair chance.
An expensive media battle ensued. The Assembly resisted. An uneasy compromise that almost all the Democrats could live with was finally
reached.
Despite shows of support such as the local Democratic trio mustered last week, the law-enforcement tide remains strong, particularly upstate.
The theme that crime has victims who need to be
protected is a powerful one. It will win votes.
But it has limits, too. With a thinning of its own
ranks through legislative retirements of wellknown incumbents, a suddenly universally popular Andrew Cuomo as incumbent governor, and
Donald Trump heading its national ticket this fall,
the GOP may find it difficult to capitalize on this
political opportunity at the ballot box this November.
But elections are decided by voters, not prognosticators.
Indeed, criticism of the law has continued
to build, particularly in Republican circles. The
Senate minority leader, John J. Flanagan of Long
Island, has consistently hammered Democrats on
the issue, issuing statements opposing bail reform
almost daily, and finding new momentum after
overseeing the Republican conference’s disastrous
2018 campaigns.
The outrage, real or political, has spilled over in
unrelated events like a gunman’s recent attack on
police in the Bronx, or the rape and murder of a
92-year-old woman in Queens last month. After
the Bronx attack, for instance, Mr. Flanagan said,
“We must condemn not only the attempted assassinations of law enforcement, but of Democrat,
anti-police rhetoric and policies that fuel police
hatred.”
Democratic leaders have pushed back, but fear
of potential political damage to moderate lawmakers on Long Island seemed to undergird the new
Senate proposal, which was reported in Newsday.
Under it, the state would completely eradicate
cash bail and set a roster of serious crimes and circumstances under which judges could still jail defendants; those accused of almost all misdemeanors and nonviolent felonies would continue to be
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exempt. But judges would be given the discretion
to jail persistent offenders and those deemed likely to harm someone.
“We’ve talked to the people on the front lines,
in law enforcement, and we want to give them
the tools to do their jobs,” said Todd Kaminsky, a
Democratic state senator and former federal prosecutor from Nassau County. “And we believe when
you take wealth out of the system, which this does,
you create a fairer system where that can occur.”
The Senate’s proposal was not received warmly
by Assembly leadership, who noted that the law
had only been in effect for six weeks. “I think in order to ascertain whether any law that is a transformational change is working, you need real data,
real information,” said Carl Heastie, the Bronx
Democrat who serves as Assembly speaker. “Not
cherry-picked stories and sensationalized events.”
Some also accuse prosecutors of missing the leverage they held in the old bail system. “We have
implemented a new law that will change the lives
of black and brown and poor people all across the
state,” said Stanley Fritz, the state political director for Citizen Action, a government reform group,
said at a recent rally outside the Senate chambers.
“And all of the sudden, district attorneys can’t just
force somebody to sit in a cell because they can’t
afford their bail and then push them to plead out
on some garbage.”

Martindale-Hubbell
AV Preeminent Rating
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Website: www.bobrichlaw.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bobrichlaw
Twitter: @BobRichLaw
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Tough call
The Woodstock Artists
Association & Museum
furloughs half its staff,
including executive
director Janice La Motta
By Paul Smart

E

arly this month, the board of directors for the Woodstock Artists
Association & Museum (WAAM) –
whose membership now stretches up
and down the length of the Hudson
Valley, and beyond – furloughed half
its staff, including the not-for-profit’s executive
director of the past four years, Janice La Motta.
According to WAAM board president Danny
Rubenstein, the decision was “very tough” and
predicated on “keeping our organization’s virtual
lights on.”
The arts association, which celebrated its centennial last year by expanding its membership,
its donor base and its programming, has faced
battles among various factions of its membership throughout its history. Those battles have
reflected schisms in the greater art world, and
have included a divide between those looking to
larger markets outside the Hudson Valley, and
those who’ve enjoyed the more localized focus of
a membership organization.
WAAM has long taken January off as a time for
regrouping, with its main gallery season starting in February and its major gala fundraiser in
late April. The non-profit, which added the “and
museum” to its name earlier this century, has
maintained its budget – and care for its esteemed
permanent collection of art created by Woodstockbased artists over the years – through a mixture of
dues from artist and non-artist members, governmental and private foundation program-directed
grants and private donations.
“Normally, we’d be having our biggest fundraiser
at the end of this month,” Rubenstein said. “Most
of our other funding has declined or become nonexistent while our costs are fixed.” The leadership
decided not to shut down the entire organization
“since it wouldn’t be good for our artists.” The only
way to significantly reduce costs was to furlough
staff.
The board decided in late March to furlough
La Motta, longstanding archivist and collections
manager Emily Jones, and members-and-volunteers liaison Joan Clancy. Remaining were associate director Bryana Devine, gallery manager
Diane Dwyer and education curator Beth Humphrey.
“Two of our board members will be interfacing with the staff, one dealing with facilities and
other physical plant matters, and the other focusing on Internet and social media activities,” Rubenstein said. He himself will be overseeing the
business side of the organization, a role he filled
during an interim period between directors that
ended with the hiring of La Motta in the autumn
of 2015. “We’re keeping the virtual lights on, limping along, trying to do the best we can.”
Prior to La Motta’s taking on the WAAM direc-

Davis

DION OGUST

Woodstock Artists Association and Museum.
torship after an arts management career in Connecticut, the artists’ association went through
years of schisms that resulted in several public
staff firings and board resignations, then a period of relative stability under director Josephine
Bloodgood, followed by several tumultuous years
under interim directors including Rubenstein and
Dorsky Museum founding director Neil Trager,
who tried running the organization from Santa
Fe.
Rubenstein said that a personnel committee of
the board had gone through job descriptions to
identify which employees would “have nothing to
do” during the coming months or took up “a lion’s
share of our costs.” He added that there had been
“extensive discussions” about WAAM budgetary
matters and exhibitions in December.
Including La Motta in more recent talks about
furloughs “would have been awkward.” “This was
a board-driven initiative,” Rubenstein said.
Other Woodstock arts non-profits have faced
similar problems in recent years. The Center for
Photography at Woodstock went through a number of major personnel and directional shifts
starting in the early 2000s that finally stabilized
in recent years. The Woodstock Byrdcliffe Guild
saw its board decide to proceed without an executive director when its leading staff member left for
another position last summer.
While the members of arts organization boards
have spoken in recent years of funding gaps that
make it hard, and possibly unnecessary, to maintain paid professional staff, we’ve spoken with
present and former staff members in recent years
about boards that lack proper training and tended
to maintain “old guard” patterns as if they were
“clubhouses” fighting the newer ways in which the
art world, and its funding, have been moving.
Meanwhile, the WAAM board is adamant that
its furloughing moves were meant to be temporary, allowing those furloughed to apply for unemployment while the organizations seek federal
stimulus funding from a new payroll protection
program applied for through Rondout Savings
Bank earlier this month. They’ve spoken about La
Motta’s accomplishments, and their hope that she
can return as WAAM executive director.
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“It’s extremely frustrating to be in this position
and unable to effectively represent the organization,” said La Motta, who’s taking the time to work
on her own art. She expressed discomfort with
still being listed as the organization’s executive director without any authority or recompense. “It’s a
very unfortunate situation.”
The term “furlough” is now used for unpaid layoffs where employees are either expected or, in
some cases, actually promised an eventual return
to employment. Previously, the word was used
mainly for governmental actions rather than actions in the private or non-profit world.
“It’s a very different thing than laid off. It is a
promise to re-employ as soon as circumstances
improve,” explained board member Maxine Davidowitz, who will be overseeing promotional activities for WAAM during the current interim. In
a separate statement from Rubenstein’s she noted
that “everyone is getting a quick education in these
terms, I’m afraid.” As a member of the WAAM
board, she said she wanted to make it clear that
the entire board fully supported LaMotta, whose
“temporary furlough is entirely a budget decision
and should not be construed as a lack of support.”
Rubenstein said the WAAM board had been
meeting every other week to stay atop of the situation. “We’ve been planning for the worst and hoping for the best,” he said. “It’s very hard to operate in this climate. We just hope this story doesn’t
prove de-motivational.”

Spring IsOPEN!
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A parent’s guide
Some cool local resources
for homeschooling/
distance learning
by Frances Marion Platt

Y

our kids are home from school,
probably right through the end of the
spring semester. They’re bored, restless, maybe a bit hyper, maybe driving their parents or siblings a little
crazy. Left to their own devices (literally and figuratively), they’re maybe not motivated enough to go on learning constructive and
meaningful things, the way youth are supposed to
during their formative years. What’s a parent who
never planned on being a homeschooler to do?
The good news is that there’s a great wealth of
virtual resources for education out there nowadays, beyond the official distance-learning curricula that school districts are providing. Some
preexisted Covid 19 – and if our dearly departed
colleague, Kids’ Almanac columnist Erica ChaseSalerno, were still around to write this
article, she’d have them all at her fingertips. Sadly, we’re soldiering on without
her.
There are also a bunch of new places
to look online for educational content
that will keep kids’ brains and bodies
engaged, created in response to families’ present needs. We’re seeing a number of Hudson Valley organizations,
teachers, artists and individuals offering new classes and learning tools.
This is by no means an exhaustive
list, but a selection of intriguing websites and social media hubs where you
can find cool things to learn, with an
emphasis on the locally sourced.

PROVIDED

Create! Online at Unison, taught by Stephen Jacobs, is described as a “virtual creative space
for students to create characters, stories, music, visual arts and more.” It’s offered on Thursday
afternoons.
navirus.

Center for Creative Education
If for no other reason, you’re familiar
with the Center for Creative Education
(CCE) as the home base of the Percussion Orchestra of Kingston –POOK – and
the Energy Dance Company. CCE’s evervibrant afterschool programs have barely
been scaled back during the current crisis.
They’ve simply gone virtual, with up to
seven classes per day presented live online. And that’s an ambitious undertaking,
since much of what’s being taught in these
workshops involves vigorous movement
and musicianship.
Presuming that you don’t have a downstairs neighbor who’ll object to your kids
jumping up and down on your floor/their
ceiling, or even taking up Brazilian drumming, these should be well-worth the
workshop fees. (There are more sedate
offerings as well, such as Arts & Crafts,
Chess and Acoustic Guitar.) Tuition prices
range from $4 per “drop-in” for seniors to
$95 for a Family Unlimited Membership
for one month.
To see the full schedule for the rest of
April, with links to sign up, visit https://
cce4me.sites.zenplanner.com/calendar.
cfm.

WMHT-TV
The Hudson Valley’s flagship public
television station, Schenectady-based
WMHT, lies a little outside our readership area, but is too rich a source not
to mention right up front. The WMHT
home classroom webpage offers deep
dives into curricular material from the
PBS LearningMedia archives in support of a variety of different subject
areas each week, supplementing programs currently being shown during
PROVIDED
the daytime hours on the TV station New Paltz Art Studio at Unison – Online is being taught by Morgan
WMHT World (virtual channel 17.3; Wells on Monday afternoons, geared to kids in grades 6 to 8.
Vanaver Caravan
on Spectrum NY cable, channel 1276).
For example, Home Classroom learning materials
Wednesday, Obstacle Course; on Thursday, WilWant more ways for your kids to blow off steam
for this week offer the following topical choices:
derness Skills; and on Friday, “Space Feed” Teen
indoors via physical activity? Another communiReconstruction; Cities of Light; The Black ExTime. There’s also a new program in which afterty-based arts organization, New Paltz’s Vanaver
perience in Business; Silk Road; John Lewis;
school teen staff are becoming digital pen-pals
Caravan, is offering dance instruction via Zoom,
Joe’s Violin; The Roosevelts; Amelia Earhart;
with younger students.
for a suggested donation of $10 to $20 per sesThe Woman in White; Africa’s Great CivilizaTo participate or learn more, visit www.instasion. Current options are Basics of Clogging &
tions; Latino Americans; A More or Less Perfect
gram.com/kitesnest and www.kitesnest.org/coroPercussive Dance and Intermediate Percussive
Union; The Mayo Clinic; The Emperor’s Ghost
Army; Decoding the Great Pyramid; Vikings;
Horses; Telescopes; Robots; Cars; and Rockets.
It’s almost enough to make even a grownup want
to go back to school, virtually. Learn more at www.
We have always been committed to helping the community that has helped us grow as a business and this year
wmht.org/homeclassroom.
we are ramping things up a bit. For every new insurance policy that we write throughout the year, WE WILL
DONATE 5% of the commission to one of three local charities OF THE CLIENT’S CHOICE!
Kite’s Nest
If you were a regular reader of Kids’ Almanac,
FAMILY OF NEW PALTZ
MENTOR ME OF ULSTER COUNTY
ASCENSION HOLY TRINITY
you may recall that Erica was always waxing enAssistance with emergency food,
Matching at-risk youth to
FOOD PANTRY HIGHLAND
thusiastic about the offerings of Kite’s Nest, a
counseling, clothing, household items
inspiring mentors
Providing neighbors with safe,
not-for-profit organization serving disadvantaged
and area resources
nutritious food
and traumatized youths in the City of Hudson. Its
work aims to be “regenerative and healing-centered,” and has always included both a teaching
component and a strong afterschool program.
Now, in response to the coronavirus crisis, the
daytime programs have transitioned to online
Zoom-based classes, and Instagram Afterschool
has replaced on-site programming. Free to evLawrence R. Ratick, LUTCF / Ralph A. Smith, LUTCF
eryone, this new structure features different activities and challenges daily: on Monday, a Puppet
550 Rte. 299, Suite 100A • Highland, NY 12528 • Call 845-883-4280 • accentfginsurance.com
Talk Show; on Tuesday, Music Image Studio; on
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Math Tutoring with Misha
Does the memory of taking the Algebra Regents
exam make you break out in a cold sweat? You’re
not alone. If there’s a subject area where plenty
of kids need extra help understanding arcane abstract concepts, it’s surely mathematics – especially when they get to the high school level and it’s
not just about counting things anymore.
Misha Fredericks is a math tutor who charges
her clients on a sliding scale, and used to offer free
tutoring at the Gardiner Library to families who
couldn’t afford to pay anything. “I tutor mostly
middle school and high school students, and some
college students in Prealgebra, Algebra 1 & 2, Geometry, Precalculus, SAT, ACT and GED prep,”
says Fredericks. With the library closed, she’s now
tutoring students via Skype, and offering up to

Unison Arts & Learning Center
Unison can’t currently host its usual art classes
at its headquarters just outside New Paltz, but it’s
staying in the game by making its website available for some virtual learning opportunities. At
present, there are two series underway: New Paltz
Art Studio at Unison – Online is being taught by
Morgan Wells on Monday afternoons, geared to
kids in grades 6 to 8. Create! Online, taught by
Stephen Jacobs, is described as a “virtual creative
space for students to create characters, stories,
music, visual arts and more.” It’s offered on Thursday afternoons.
Both courses charge tuition. To learn more, visit
www.unisonarts.org/kids.

CO

Musical Media for Education
Besides being something worth learning in itself, music is a good vehicle for making other sorts
of knowledge digestible and memorable for kids.
New Paltz-based social studies teacher and curriculum developer Lance Fialkoff has been working for a while on a project that uses both existing songs and new ones specifically written for
the purpose of conveying content about historical characters and events in bite-sized packages.
Now, with distance learning suddenly mandatory,
it’s an idea whose time has come. Geared for students and teachers in grades 4 to 12, his program
is called Musical Media for Education (MME).
Fialkoff is currently in the midst of revamping
his website, but you can get a taste of his approach
on his MME~Social Studies Facebook page: www.
facebook.com/groups/1505653686320102/?ref=b
ookmarks.

three free hours per week to families who have no
income during the coronavirus crisis. Call 4538741 or visit https://mathtutoringwithmisha.com
to learn more.

C AT S K

Dance on Mondays; Modern Dance Workout on
Wednesdays; and Dance Games & Stories and
Modern & World Dance on Thursdays. Classes
begin at 4 or 5 p.m. Coming soon: archival Caravan performances, live dance parties and special
international dance classes.
To sign up, visit https://vanavercaravan.org/
blog/onlineclasses.

Open Daily for All-Day
Pick up & Delivery
Full Menu Available • Gourmet Pizza • Appetizers • Italian Entrees
Burgers & Subs • Soups & Salads • Gluten Free & Vegan Options
Craft Beer–To–Go: Mix & Match Bottles & Cans, 6-Packs, 15-Packs
Wine–To–Go: La Monica Montepulciano and Raiz Sauvignon Blanc

Call to Order 845-679-7969
Catskillmountainpizza.com
51 Mill Hill Rd • Woodstock

Love Pizza?
Follow us!
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19 crisis? The Maya Gold Foundation is halfway
through a series of online sessions for Hudson
Valley teens titled Tools & Teaching for Trying
Times, designed to build resiliency, coping skills
and inner peace. Each class includes guided meditations, storytelling, teachings on the science of
the mind, reflection exercises and practical tools,
followed by a question-and-answer session.
Registration for the free four-week program is
full up, but, says foundation board member Elise
Gold, “If there is interest, we will offer it again!”
Keep tabs on future availability by visiting www.
mayagoldfoundation.org or www.facebook.com/
mayagoldfoundation.
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ROBERT RODRIGUEZ JR.

Shaupeneak field.

Back to nature
Exploring the
Shaupeneak Ridge in Esopus
by Erin Quinn
“I go to nature to be soothed, healed and have my
senses put in order.”
— John Burroughs
“Those who contemplate the beauty of the earth
find reserves of strength that will endure as long
as life lasts.”
— Rachel Carson

W

hile every imaginable
event has been canceled,
closed or postponed until further notice, the one thing that
remains constant and steady
and available is the great outdoors. There are endless opportunities here.
Nestled into the hillside and ridge top above the
Hudson River in Esopus is a 936-acre sanctuary,
Shaupeneak Ridge. This refuge for wildlife, plants
and people is one of four parks in Esopus owned
and managed by Scenic Hudson. With more than
nine miles of trail that winds through forests,
marshlands, meadows, past waterfalls, rock ledg-

• Basement Waterproofing
• Crawl Space Repairs
• Dehumidification
• Structural Repair
• Mold Remediation

Call John: 845-551-1998
I’m The Guy To Keep You Dry

es and walls, streams and Louisa Pond, a floating
peat-bog mat, this preserve is a place of natural
beauty, restorative calm and canopied refuge.
Not only is this park free and open to the public,
it contains passive recreation that appeals to so
many different types of outdoor enthusiasts. The
paths welcome bird watchers, hikers, cyclists, joggers, dog-walkers and flora and fauna.
Probably its signature feature is Louisa Pond,
which visitors can see right from the upper parking lot off Poppletown Road. The approximately

ten-acre pond is known as a “kettle-hole pond,”
created when a retreating glacier dropped a chunk
of ice, leaving behind a water-filled depression.
While the beavers have damned the outlet, there
is a floating peat mat at the north end and a large
bog. There is an easily accessible mile-long trail
that wraps around the pond for an easy stroll or
family walk.
There is also a second entrance, known as the
lower lot off Old Post Road, just next to the train
tracks at the base of the ridge. This allows for more

FRESH LOCAL
SHIITAKE
and OYSTER
MUSHROOMS
Delivered to your door
in the Saugerties area
1½-pound share — $15

These are not commercial shiitakes grown
on substrate imported from China.

Call 845.706.1154
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The author at Shaupeneak waterfall.
robust walking and can lead visitors to the waterfall, views of the Hudson River and footpaths that
weave up to the top of the hogback peak, which
is on the northern end of the 25-mile Marlboro
mountain range.
At most, the parking lots can only host a dozen
or so vehicles and. Once people with different outdoor pursuits have moved towards their desired
route along the ridge, they feel as though thy’ve
entered a place that is far away from civilization.
It has a Thoreau-like quietude and a Whitmanesque poeticism to it.
According to Rita Shaheen, director of parks
and community engagement for Scenic Hudson,
Inc., Shaupeneak’s natural bounty dovetails with
its recreational diversity and supports the organization’s mission “to connect people to the Hudson
River and the landscapes associated with it.” The
parks director said that “Scenic Hudson knew
Shaupeneak was an important ridgeline” when it
was being marketed by a private owner for lakefront homes. It purchased the first tract of 500+/acres in 1995, together with the New York State
DEC and the West Esopus Landowners Association, who helped manage the property. Since that
time, it has acquired adjacent lands which have
almost doubled the park in size and scope.

Medical Marijuana Certification
and Consulting
Gene Epstein, FNP
Home Visits & Sliding Scale Available
Now Approved for PTSD
& Chronic Pain
For Information
& Appointment Call:

845-430-4239

◆ Renovations
◆ General
Contracting
◆ New
Construction
◆ Custom Homes
◆ Additions/ Remodels
Dave Hahne
Rob Foley
845.399.3143
845.853.2265

SafeBetBuilderS.com
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SETH MARTEL

Shaupeneak Overlook.
Some lore has it that the famous abolitionist and
women’s rights orator Sojourner Truth, a freed
slave living in New Paltz, may have traversed its
11.5-mile ridgeline, Had she walked through these
forests with their owl hoots and moon-reflecting
waters, she may have received some nourishment
from them. During any time, but particularly during unsettled times, Louisa Pond and the various footpaths and forests that lead to and around

What
projects
are you
planning?

and away from it, provide a sort of balm, a salve,
a sweet solace to all that is beyond our grasp but
right before our eyes.
There are three other Scenic Hudson parks (of
49 total) in Esopus, including the Black Creek
Preserve, Esopus Meadows and High Banks. Programs gather science and data, weed out invasive
species, and encourage existing wildlife and native flora to flourish.
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Letters, columns & op-eds

Healthcare after Covid 19
The fall Democratic primary campaign was
consumed by debate about healthcare, and specifically Medicare for All. With the onslaught of
Covid 19, that debate has raised new questions.
The weaknesses of the American system of
health insurance tied to employment are vividly exposed. Seventeen million Americans, and
counting, have applied for unemployment benefit
relief. How many of them will lose the health insurance offered by their employers? How many,
in these circumstances, can afford the cost of Cobra, which allows them to buy into their plan for
18 months at full premium cost? How many will
qualify for Medicaid, whose requirements vary
widely in different states, and how many of them
live in one of the 14 states that did not expand
Medicaid eligibility and benefits as part of the Affordable Care Act?
The answers for millions will be: Out of luck.
Opponents of Medicare for All claim that most
Americans like the health insurance they currently get from their employers. Of what use is that insurance when either financial and market collapse
or catastrophic viruses wipe out jobs, industries,
governments?
Maybe America, staring at the prospects of future pandemics, might use this moment to separate healthcare from employment and find a new
path forward, whether through single payer or hybrid systems of public and private insurance. The
bottom line will be this: how many of us, after this
pandemic subsides, will demand that the country
act on the proposition that healthcare for all residents is a human right?
Tom Denton
Highland
Keeping it clean
How many people will spend their entire stimulus check on toilet paper?
Sparrow
Phoenicia
The greater evil
In 2020 voters will once more be faced with the
lesser of two evils, both firmly affixed to the teat of
corporate America. Voters might go with Sleepy
Joe, that doddering champion of elite financial
interests. That pro-war, pro-incarceration, pro-financial deregulation member of the good old boys
on Wall Street.
Or maybe voters will prefer a more primitive
version of a corporate sellout, the reptilian current
occupant of the White House. Is there a greater of
two evils that even comes close to our misogynist,
racist, and mendacious president?
It doesn’t matter to the billionaires. On their
yachts in foreign ports, these megalomaniacs are
raising their champagne glasses to toast Biden’s

Direct Cremation Available
Starting at $1800

plus $340 crematory fee

Call or visit for further details
481 Gidney Ave., Newburgh, NY 12550
845.561.8300

www.brooksfh.com

victories, another triumph over the vast majority of America’s working class. The country can
go to hell for everyone else, while they and their
immense fortunes float freely out of reach. Biden
and Trump are both long-time members of that
putrid swamp in Washington. They will do what
they are told.
Perhaps the ultra-rich will also toast their newspapers and TV news outlets for never giving Bernie a break. Did The New York Times ever have
a positive word to say about him? When he was
down, there was no coverage at all. When he won,
its headlines called him a threat. The billionaires
know that the establishment media is their most
important asset.
The oppression of the wealthy elite will only get
worse. But the fight isn’t over yet.
Fred Nagel
Rhinebeck

Painful love
The coronavirus pandemic is shaking our country to its core, with more and more people out of
work and now seeking unemployment. The administration has passed bills to help the American
public, but has anybody seen any checks yet?
And surprise, surprise. Domestic violence is way
up as tensions are running high throughout our
land.
So, as they say, if you find yourself in a hole, the
first thing to do is to stop digging. Obviously, the
pandemic is the cause of the increased fear, confusion and deep frustration that so many of us are
feeling at this horrific time. But we have the power
to make it much worse, or make it less painful. It’s
our choice.
First, we need to acknowledge how much pain
we are feeling. Can you admit that you are in pain?
The old negative behavior, when in pain, is to lash
out at those we love — our spouses, our partners
and our children. Our reality gets warped, and
those we love starts looking like those who are the
problem. They are not the problem. They are the
people we love.
A new behavior might be to let them know that
you are feeling pain about this horrible situation,
and that you are worried, anxious, nervous and
love them very much.
Show them your humanity. Can you do this?
Trust them a little to actually be able to hear that
you are struggling. Believe me, they already know
it.
Another good option is to do something nice for
yourself. Can you be sweet to yourself while still

in pain? I know you can. But will you? Try it. I
guarantee it will help. Maybe put on some soothing music you like, or take a relaxing bath, or give
yourself some treat that might just put a smile
on your face, if even for a moment. And try to remember that you are worth it, and your partner
and family will benefit from it as well.
It’s a very scary time, and most of us have no
idea how many more good folks will end up losing
their lives to this virus. We also do not know how
long this threat on our lives will continue. We, as a
society, are clearly in the midst of deep insecurity
and uncertainty. But we still have the power to decide to do the right thing. And one benefit is that
you will like yourself a little more in the morning.
Marty Klein
Woodstock

Celebrating Earth Day
The Cuyahoga River was ablaze in fire, in Cleveland, Ohio on June 22, 1969 for the thirteenth
time since 1868. The blaze was fueled by the Second Industrial Revolution’s utilization of oils and
fossil fuels.
The river was an open industrial sewer through
the center of the city, choking toxic fumes and
gases plumed into the atmosphere. The river’s fish
community was devastated. Huge algal blooms
and dead fish splattered across the water ways.
The river was one big oozing slick of oil, grease
and toxins travelling north into the precious headwaters of Lake Erie.
The consensus for 100 years, “That was just
was the river was there for.” Then Time magazine
published dramatic photos of the burning river.
Thereafter, the spark set the environmental movement aflame. Six months later, on January 1, 1970,
the EPA was established. On April 22, 1970, the
first Earth Day was celebrated. On July 1, 1970,
the NYS DEC was established. Two years later, the
Clean Water Act was passed.
This month marks the 50th anniversary of
Earth Day. Let’s all be vigilant for the “controlled”
industrial dumping within the Catskill Park. Let’s
be vigilant as DEC reviews permit requests for
discharge from Tom Auringer’s pre-cast cement
proposal within the heart of the Bluestone Wild
Forest.
The 50th anniversary of Earth Day is a time to
acknowledge the social consciousness of those
brave individuals who stood up during the cultural revolution of the 1960s and effected change.
Going forward, may both young and old develop a
land ethic which serves to preserve and protect all

Marilyn “Lynn” Vitale

Marilyn “Lynn” Vitale, long term resident of New Paltz, New York, went to heaven
on Sunday, April 12, 2020 at home in New Paltz, surrounded by her loved ones.
Born February 3, in Freeport, New York, she was the daughter of the late Joseph
and Elsie (Nowak) Ruhoy.
Marilyn worked in New Paltz at Dr. Hudes Chiropractic office for many years
and prior to retirement, for the Town of New Paltz Recreation Department in the
Community Center.
Marilyn was always engaging with people, as some would call, a social butterfly. She
loved a party and rarely missed an opportunity to be with family and friends. She
had a genuine interest in and cared for others. Marilyn was a true friend to so many
whom she loved dearly. Strong in her faith, Marilyn was an active parishioner of St.
Joseph’s Church where she was a eucharistic minister and worked in the food pantry
for many years. One of her favorite places on earth to be was on Field 6 at Jones
Beach. She loved the sun, surf and sand.
The center of her life was her very large blended family. She adored each one but especially the grandchildren and great
grandchildren. Babies were her thing.
Survivors include her children, Joseph Bowers of St. Petersburg FL; Georgette Curcio and husband, Frank of New
Paltz, NY; Peter Bowers and wife Miranda of New Paltz, NY; William Bowers and wife Lori of Highland, NY; Gary
Bowers and wife Bonnie of Gold Canyon, AZ; Robert Bowers and wife Renee of Berlin, MD; Doreen Silverman
and husband Alan of Farmingdale, NY; John Vitale and wife Cathy of Farmingville, NY; 18 grandchildren, 11 great
grandchildren and many extended family and friends who called her Nana.
In addition to her parents, Marilyn was predeceased by her husband, George Vitale and her sister Joan Lobe.
The Rite of Committal will take place at the Cemetery of the Holy Rood in Westbury, Long Island but will be for
immediate family only. The family will plan a memorial mass and a celebration of Marilyn’s life for a future date.
Memorial contributions may be made in her name to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation at http://fightcf.cff.org/goto/
teamcurcio , a cause near and dear to her heart.
Copeland-Hammerl Funeral Home is honored to assist Marilyn’s family with the arrangements.
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facets of life, including your own.

Zura Capelli
Town of Ulster

Fixing absentee voting
On March 29, governor Andrew Cuomo postponed the planned April 28 presidential primary
and special elections to June 23. The postponement was supported by both Republican and
Democratic election commissioners throughout
New York State.
This move protected poll workers and voters
from exposure to Covid 19, and the combination
of both elections saved local governments funds.
However, this order alone is not enough. New
York must allow more of its citizens to vote from
the safety of their homes during this crisis. The
New York State Assembly and Senate should not
end the session without fixing our absentee voting
procedures in the midst of the Covid 19 crisis.
In addition to calling for the postponement of
the April 28 primary, the New York State Election Commissioners Association also called upon
the governor and legislature to expand absentee
balloting when a state of emergency exists due to
pandemic disease. Currently, New York State law
requires an excuse to vote by absentee. Most common excuses are temporary or permanent illness/
infirmity and being absent from the county you
live in on Election Day.
There is a movement to alter the constitution
of New York State to remove the excuse option,
but because of our arcane constitutional amendment process the earliest this can be done is in
2022. However, the legislature could act today to
alter the current absentee language to address the
needs of voters now.
Two bills in the New York State Senate today
would meet this moment in history.
NYS Senate Bill S8015A sponsored by New York
state senator Alessandra Biaggi would add threat
of spreading communicable disease in a pandemic
to the temporary illness section of NYS Election
Law 8-400. NYS Senate Bill S8130 sponsored by
senator Zellnor Myrie would allow email receipt
of absentee ballot applications. It is imperative
the Legislature pass these bills immediately so the
measures can be in place for all elections in 2020.
While it is hoped that the Covid 19 crisis will
be better in June, many experts posit that some
amount of social distancing will still be needed
well past November. At-risk citizens afraid of being infected by this deadly disease deserve the
right to cast their vote safely without risking challenge from partisans hoping to win an election.
Reducing the Election Day population by allowing a more accessible absentee process, as well as
early voting measures passed last year, can help us
protect workers, voters and the democratic process.
The best path forward is to quickly expand absentee balloting now. Voters should not have to
choose between their health and participating in
our democracy. Pass these bills now so we can be
prepared for all elections in 2020 and beyond.
Ashley Dittus
Ulster County election commissioner (D)
Kingston
Renewal and revival
Easter is a celebration of resurrection. What
does this mean when we are living in a time of
death, suffering and fear? The Covid 19 pandemic
reaches into every facet of our lives. Many will die.
Many more will die inwardly from grief and economic ruin. Will there be a resurrection for them?
The bible reports that when Jesus heard his
friend Lazarus was sick and at the point of death,
he said to his disciples: “This sickness will not end
in death. No, it is for God’s glory.” Jesus waited
until Lazarus was dead several days, then went to
raise him back to life.
Yet, when he arrived and saw Lazarus’s family
and friends weeping, Jesus wept, too. Even though
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he planned to raise Lazarus from death, he wept
with his friends in the pain of their grief. It was
not a show; they were genuine tears of grief. Pain
is part of healing, part of resurrection.
It would be glib to compare Lazarus’s death to
all the deaths from coronavirus today. It would be
presumptuous to hope for an immediate physical
resurrection miracle for each life lost. Still, it is
never wrong to hope for a miracle; miracles still do
happen, and God still listens to prayer. We should
pray in specifics for every situation in which we
long for healing, as well as in general longing for
an end to suffering in the world.
Yes, there will be death. And there is much in us
that needs to die: our selfishness, our vanity, our
running after meaningless idols. There is much in
our society and culture that should die too: drug
addiction, violence, prostitution, racism, nationalism, political divisiveness, disregard to the environment, greed, materialism, war, famine, disasters, poverty, hopelessness, mental illness and
despair.
Jesus’s resurrection reminds us that there can be
renewal and revival already now. There can be a
resurrection of hope, a resurrection of helping our
neighbor. There can be a resurrection of community coming out of our isolation and quarantine.
There can be a revival of all nations and cultures
and religions through those who have learned that
solidarity and love work better than soldiers and
embargos.
J. Heinrich Arnold
Senior pastor, Bruderhof
Rifton

Fact versus opinion
Fact: The Democrats passed the Social Security
Act in 1935. The Democrats passed the amendments to this act, Medicare and Medicaid, in 1965.
The Republicans fought like hell to not pass them,
although there were some members who crossed
over and voted for them. Andrew M. Saul has just
been appointed as commissioner of Social Security. He has no experience with Social Security,
knows nothing about it. He was a retail-clothing
entrepreneur. He is answerable directly and only
to his lordship, Donald Trump.
Opinion: this letter is for you Republicans, Conservatives, Democrats, Independents, those of
you, some 50-plus million, which today are the
beneficiaries of these benefits, not handouts, but
benefits you paid into all these years.
By and large the Republicans hate rules and restrictions. They are the party of big business and
money, they hate these restrictions that hinder
their free-wheeling capitalistic quest for this commodity. At the top of their list of hatreds are these
‘benefits’ that Americans have paid into and are
now collecting.
This appointment of Saul is a direct threat to
these benefits, pushing for privatization (where
your money is yours to invest or do whatever).
And as a bulletin from AARP also stated, on the
drawing board are 15-to-20-percent monthly
cuts in all senior Social Security benefits. Now for
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someone drawing $1200 per month, 20 percent
of this is $240 per month or $2880 a year! Think
about that, you stalwart men and women of the
Trump camp — Republicans and conservatives
and others.
Now, of course, this has to be passed by Congress. With a chamber of Congress held by the
Democratic Party there will be a solid block of
votes against this. The major concern we seniors
should be concerned with is that even if Trump is
elected this fall and the House remains Democratic, we have this block. But if the House falls to the
Republicans there will be a Republican Congress
and a Republican president. And the attack will
come from Andrew M. Saul. He is the point man
leading this attack, under the direct supervision
of Trump.
Plus, if the mid-term elections of 2022 remain
Republican, there will be a push to overturn the
22nd amendment, limiting the president to two
terms in office and allowing Donald for a third
term!
The 22nd amendment, to be changed, has to be
ratified by two-thirds of the states. You can well
be assured that if the midterm elections have a
Republican-controlled Congress and Trump as
president again, there will be a push for this to go
through. If passed, this will effect our grandchildren.
Wake up, people. Call up or write the Congress
members that I listed last week. You do not have
to be nice about it either — let them know point
blank what your feelings are about this. Anger
gets their attention — particularly if many people
call in or write. And that is what you want.
Robert LaPolt
New Paltz

Phillies Bridge Farm is here
These are certainly trying times. Many of us are
longing for the sense of community and connection that we felt before the current crisis. But despite social distancing and the isolation we may
feel sheltering at home, those bonds that make us
a community are still there. It can be seen in the
way in which people are coming together to support one another. It can also be seen in the enduring organizations through which we have always
come together.
We want to assure you that one such institution
is still here for you. Now in its 25th year, the Phillies Bridge Farm Project, a local nonprofit farm
dedicated to sustainable agriculture, education
and food justice, is up and running in preparation for the growing season. Our farmers are hard
at work sprouting seeds and preparing the fields.
Producing food locally is one way to protect ourselves in the face of major emergencies and to
build a resilient and healthy community.
Shares in our community supported agriculture
(CSA) program are available now at philliesbridge.
org. We have taken measures to ensure health and
safety, should social distancing measures still be
in place when the season opens. This is in addition to our regular stringent hygienic practices

Richard Lowe Teitelbaum
Richard Lowe Teitelbaum, 80, of Bearsville, New York, died Thursday, April
9, 2020, at HealthAlliance Hospital in Kingston, New York. A pioneering
composer and performer and a member of Bard College’s Music faculty,
Richard collaborated with the most exploratory musicians and artists of his
generation, presenting his work at venues around the world, and receiving
major awards, including two Fulbrights and a Guggenheim Fellowship.
Born in New York City on May 19, 1939, Richard was the elder of two
children of attorney David Teitelbaum and Sylvia Lowenthal. He studied at
Haverford College, Mannes School of Music, and Yale University.
In 1966 in Rome, with Alvin Curran, Frederic Rzewski, and others, he
co-founded Musica Elettronica Viva (MEV), which pursued spontaneous,
participatory music making for more than fifty years. In 1970 at Wesleyan
University, he created the World Band, one of the first intercultural improvisation groups, with master musicians from India, Japan, Korea, the Middle
East, and North America. Richard’s Digital Piano System combined computer-controlled and human pianists, and his interactive intermedia operas
“Golem” (1989) and “Z’vi” (2003), explored Jewish mysticism.
A soft-spoken and gentle spirit, Richard was admired by his friends and colleagues for his considerable intellectual gifts and quiet
sense of humor. He was a man of few but select words, and he usually only spoke up when he had something poignant or questioning
to add to a conversation. A voracious Yankee fan, he was equally as passionate when it came to politics and the arts and always kept
both social progress and fairness in a fine balance. He cared about people and the state of the world in general.
Richard is survived by his wife, the classical pianist Hiroko Sakurazawa, his brother Tim Teitelbaum, and nephews Benjamin, Felix,
and Justin.
The Funeral Service and Interment for Richard will be privately held.
Simpson-Hammerl Funeral Home is honored to assist the family of Richard with the arrangements.
Online condolences may be left for the family of Richard by visiting www.SimpsonHammerl.com
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that comply with food safety protocol.
We also recognize that many are facing hardship as a result of the current crisis. We at Phillies Bridge Farm want to do our part, so we are
expanding our usual efforts to promote food justice and to offer community support. Subsidized
shares in our CSA program are available to those
in need, as well as the ability to pay for shares
through the USDA Food and Nutrition Service
EBT program.
If you are among the fortunate ones who are not
severely impacted financially by the current crisis,
or if you want to direct your federal subsidy check
to where it can do some good for those in need
locally, we invite you to support our efforts. Access to fresh, nutritious food is vital in the face of
health threats and your contributions to our food
justice program will ensure that local families enduring hardship can access this resource.
Times of crisis such as this are trying. But they
can also draw us together as a community. Global
problems can feel overwhelming and beyond our
control. But there is much that we can do to help
one another through this right here at home. Phillies Bridge Farm is here to help.
Brian Obach, Ariana Basco
Co-presidents
Phillies Bridge Farm Project
New Paltz

Of Houdini and Christ
In an article I once read, the author wrote: “I
don’t know about heaven. No one, including the
great magician Harry Houdini, who made elaborate plans to send messages to his wife from heaven, has ever been heard of again after they left this
world.”
While it is true that Harry failed to keep his
promise to send messages to his wife from beyond
the grave, perhaps it is not true that “no one has
ever been heard of again after they left this world.”
Imagine if the following had occurred: It is October 25, 1926. After seemingly recovering from
the second operation (necessary for peritonitis resulting from his burst appendix) Harry Houdini
called his wife and twelve of his most ardent fans
together at his bedside. Harry thanked them for
their support over the years and though the operation was successful, informed them of the elaborate plans he has made to contact his wife after
his death, should he die first. He hoped that day
would be a long way off but assured them, if it was
possible, they would all be hearing from him after
it occurred.
However on October 31, 1926 (fittingly Halloween), Harry Houdini passed away. Shocked by this
sudden death, his family and friends mourned
their great loss and buried Harry that day; never
really expecting to hear from him again. However,
on the third day after his death, Harry’s wife reported to his twelve friends that Harry, true to his
word, had appeared to her “alive.”
Harry’s friends were skeptical, to say the least.
For this reason, they went to his grave site at
Machpelah Cemetery in Flushing, NY, and much
to their surprise found that the body was gone!
Could it be true?
During a period of 40 days, Harry appeared to
his biggest fans offering many convincing proofs

that he had, indeed, risen from the dead. After one
such appearance to eleven of the twelve, the missing member, Thomas of Queens — who had not
yet seen Harry — indicated he would not believe
the report unless he could see and touch Harry
for himself. Two days later, Harry appeared while
they were all gathered together and the “doubting Thomas” saw him and touched him ... and believed.
Perhaps the article should have read: “I don’t
know about heaven. No one, except for the great
magician Harry Houdini, has ever been heard
from again after they have left this world.”
George Civile
Gardiner

A failing grade
There is an old saying in Italian I will translate
into English — “La historia e la optima insegnante”
which means: “ history is the best teacher.” On this
50th anniversary of Earth Day, we find ourselves
as failing students of history, with a capital F, as
our world’s ecosystems are collapsing all around
us from the terracide of the planet’s environment.
We humans have learned nothing from the great
strides made back in the 1960s and 70s when
the Cuyahoga River in Ohio was burning, when
wildlife and birds were becoming extinct (like the
DDT-impacted bald eagle), and the very air full
of noxious gases from automobiles and coal-fired
power plants was raining acid on our lakes, rivers
and streams. Our country was becoming a cesspool and a dead zone. But slowly, our air and waters cleared and wildlife was protected under progressive conservation and preservation activism.
More than 50 years later, after the creation of
the EPA, NEPA, the Clean Water Act of 1972, the
Clean Air Act and many other environmental legislative measures, we have come full circle and failing miserably in history class. The only difference
now is we have an anti-environment pro-business,
foul-mouthed twitter ranting president accompanied by a cadre of nihilistic arch-conservative
sycophantic toadies intent on wreaking havoc on
the democratic institutions of this country and the
dismantling of all the environmentalist legislation
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enacted. Climate change, the chief consequence of
human activity, is unraveling the eco-services that
our industrial ravaged society is dependent upon,
endangering the survival of all life on this shredded globe. Environmental organizations ranging
from Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, the National
Audubon Society and Friends of the Earth are all
finding themselves fighting a “rear guard action”
against the foes of the earth — such as Trump and
Friends.
We have also forgotten the lessons of Rachel
Carson, author of Silent Spring, warning us about
DDT-damaging ecosystems and Aldo Leopold,
author of A Sand County Almanac, who taught
us the importance of an ecological conscience
and a land ethic safeguarding the natural world
from human abuse. The demise of the passenger
pigeon in 1914 was yet another conveniently forgotten lesson about species extinction and declining biodiversity. Further, business coopted green
industries, capitalizing on the profit of saving the
planet and intent only on selling solar panels or
wind turbines is ignoring the ecology disintegrating beneath our feet. Forest fragmentation (abetted by new trail construction), ocean acidification, OMZs (oxygen minimum zones) in oceans,
PFOAs poisoning our groundwater, PCBs bioaccumulating in Hudson River fish are worsening
symptoms of a sick earth/
A.E. Lovelock wrote about the Gaian hypothesis
in 1975 and published in 1979 his book Gaia, A
New Look at Life on Earth. Lovelock explored the
idea that our planet is a self-regulated bio-organism composed of homeostatic organic and inorganic parts of land, air and water creating the ultimate product-life. If we are Gaia’s children, if we
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are Gaians — as is all life on earth — then we have
a mandated responsibility to protect her from our
mistakes. It’s a lesson we must learn before it is
too late and before we all go the way of the dodo.
Victor Capelli
Town of Ulster

Remembering Jimmy Rundle
Fifty years have passed since corporal James
Rundle Jr. of Kingston, NY gave the ultimate sacrifice in Quang Tin Province, South Vietnam. On
June 7, 1969, this Kingston YMCA youth leader
was killed in action by hostile fire during the Vietnam conflict. Jim’s Vietnam journey began April
13, 1969 with the 101th Airborne Division of the
United States Army. Jim is remembered amongst
the 58,320 casualties on the Vietnam War Memorial Wall in Washington, DC: Panel 23-west; Line
106-down.
I periodically think of Jimmy. He worked for
me at the Springfield, Mass. YMCA Youth Department (1966-67) while attending Springfield College. It’s been 50 years since Jim died. He would
be 77 years old today.
I wonder how many Kingston area seniors
remember Jim? Most of the children Jim programmed at the Kingston YMCA as a teenager,
as youth director (1966-67) and at Camp Shokan,
are now retired. Dynamic and passionate leaders
instill life-long direction on the lives of children.
When Jimmy died, I organized a fund drive
of his college friends and raised money for the
Kingston YMCA to erect a flagpole to fly America’s colors honoring the life and service of your local hero. For the past 37 years, since the Vietnam
Wall opened in 1982, I have used Jimmy Rundle
as my personification to honor those 58,320 lives
who responded to the call of America, put on our
uniform and went to war. I know exactly where
Jimmy’s name is recorded: Panel 23-west; Line
106. With every tour group I visit Jim’s panel and
polish his name. I tell Jim I remember him; he is
not forgotten; I’m proud to call him friend.
I believe Jim was an only child. Therefore, he
has no siblings, no nieces or nephews. His parents and grandparents passed away long ago. I
want Jimmy to know his life in this world is remembered for the good man he was and the good
works he did at the Kingston YMCA Youth Center.
After 55 years of hosting tours to Washington
and Vietnam Wall visits I have retired. I may well
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have polished corporal Rundle’s name for the last
time. I feel sad. I want to highlight Jimmy this one
last time with this letter to his beloved Kingston
community and Kingston YMCA.
Jimmy, I am sure our God of love welcomed you
to his eternal kingdom and blessed you for your
service in this world. Your life was short … but
well lived. Be proud of your patriotic service. You
are not forgotten.
Bill Allen
Walpole, NH

Lives cost less than machines
What does it take to make a mask? Isn’t a swab
just cotton at the end of a stick? When we consider
building ventilators, they have to be complicated.
The United States has not made enough test kits
to be effective at slowing the virus. We don’t have
enough ventilators to curb the death occurring in
our hospitals. Yet, we can build a Global Hawk
drone at a unit cost of roughly $123 million, while
an F-35A Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter costs
only $89 million. Four of the top ten drones are
produced by General Atomics Aeronautical Systems headquarters located in Poway, California.
From Predator C Avenger to TAI Anka, these
machines are complicated beyond belief to construct and maintain. And yet we can’t make swabs
or ventilators which are not much more advanced
than a CPAP machine. Why?
When I was on the Phu Bai Vietnam Marine
air base in 1969, our sergeant major called all us
enlisted men to the flight line. There had been
some radical dissidence among the ranks and he
gathered us to address it. What his diatribe boiled
down to was, “Men, everyone of these helicopters
cost a million-and-a-half dollars to build. If we
lose one, it will take me months to get another
one. If I lose one of you, I can get someone to replace you within a few days.”
This same attitude is being taken by many in
leadership today. Lives cost less than machines.
Machines equal making money, men and women
equal time, care and cost money. That attitude from
the sergeant major tore out of me a large chunk of
trust in government that has never been rebuilt.
I’m feeling that old moral injury becoming sore
again. The gross lack of human understanding
during and after the Vietnam War continues. For
the cost of our drones we could provide enough
masks for the world’s population, as well as gowns
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and face shields for every healthcare worker.
There would be enough left for every household
in the world to have a ventilator in the cupboard.
We would have been paying the world’s top bioscientists enough that they’d be well on their way
to a making a vaccine.
As a result of that sergeant major, I now think of
the worth of those men and women on the frontlines protecting me during this viral war. They are
irreplaceable.
Larry Winters
New Paltz

We will see another day
Seems like some of us are starting to wallow in
self-pity because of this nature-induced coronavirus pandemic —- causing us to sequester ourselves from our loved ones, work and our otherwise normal daily routines.
As we feel sorry for ourselves, it behooves us to
look back less than 80 years ago to Hitler’s war
and read the Diary of Anne Frank.
Two Jewish families comprising initially seven
people and one cat shared small, cramped quarters from June 14, 1942 to August 1, 1944, when
someone told the German and Dutch police
about their hiding place. The only survivor of the
concentration camps that they were sent to was
Anne’s father.
They did not have wifi, smartphones or our other 21st-century tech stuff to keep them occupied.
Nor did they have other normal creature accoutrements that for many of us make our current home
surroundings much more comfortable and easier
to live and sequester in.
For those who have all these things and are
whining, suck it up, We will live to see another
day, unlike Anne Frank
Susan Puretz
Saugerties
Wake-up Governor Cuomo!
Governor Murphy of New Jersey mandated that
customers and employees alike must now wear
masks or other face covering at all retail businesses that remain open during the coronavirus
pandemic. His Executive Order mandated that
retail stores must limit occupancy to 50% of their
approved capacity, provide designated hours for
at-risk shoppers and erect barriers between customers and cashiers where possible.
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Why isn’t New York State requiring the same?
Yesterday at CVS in Woodstock, one man without a mask passing people in a narrow aisle had
a hacking cough that he decided to share with the
other store patrons as well as the employees of the
store putting them at risk due to his carelessness.
As I waited for my wife outside Hannaford in
Kingston, less than half the shoppers exiting the
store were wearing masks. I’m sure that we’ve all
seen evidence of this bad behavior.
We should learn from the people of South Korea
and Hong Kong who routinely wear face masks

due to the densely populated areas. It’s no accident that they are experiencing a lower death rate
than New York State.
Governor Murphy offered, “Ensuring social distancing may require you to change the times in
which you go to the store, but that’s a small price
to pay to ensure the heath of your community.”
As we wait for Governor Andrew Cuomo to get
smart, perhaps Ulster County Executive Pat Ryan
can get an order in place now.
Jim Dougherty
Shady

legal notices

of Org. filed with Sec. of State
of NY (SSNY) 2/10/2020. Cty:
Ulster. SSNY desig. as agent
upon whom process against
may be served & shall mail
process to 45 Mary Ave., Lake
Katrine, NY 12499. General
Purpose.

LEGAL NOTICE
FA2071 LLC
NOTICE is given of the formation of FA2071 LLC, a limited liability company, by the
filing of Articles of Organization
with the Secretary of State of
the State of New York on February 26, 2020. The office of the
LLC is located in Ulster County,
New York. The Secretary of
State has been designated as
agent of the company upon
whom process may be served.
The Secretary of State shall
mail a copy of any process
against the company served
upon him to FA2071 LLC, 137
Cooper Street, Accord, New
York 12404. The purpose of
the LLC is to engage in any lawful act or activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of
TERRA RIDGE LLC. Art. Of
Org. filed with the Sect’y
of State of NY (SSNY) on
11/25/19. Office in Ulster
County. SSNY has been designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to the LLC, 45
Shivertown Rd New Paltz, NY,
12561. Purpose: Any lawful
purpose
LEGAL NOTICE
4EVER GREEN LLC, Arts.
of Org. filed with the SSNY
on 02/20/2020. Office loc:
Ulster County. SSNY has been
designated as agent upon
whom process against the LLC
may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to: Kevin Flood,
612 Broadway, Kingston, NY
12401. Reg Agent: Joanne
Flood, 5 Arnold Drive, Kingston, NY 12401. Purpose: Any
Lawful Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
388 MAIN, LLC Art. Of
Org. Filed Sec. of State of NY
3/6/20. Off. Loc. : Ulster Co.
SSNY designated as agent
upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY to mail
copy of process to the LLC,
388 Main Street, Rosendale,
NY 12472. Purpose: Any lawful
act or activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
1905 CITY HOTEL, LLC Art.
Of Org. Filed Sec. of State of
NY 3/6/20. Off. Loc. : Ulster
Co. SSNY designated as agent
upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY to mail
copy of process to the LLC,
11 Main Street, Kingston, NY
12401. Purpose: Any lawful
act or activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of 493495 ALBANY AVENUE, LLC
Arts. of Org. filed with the
Sect’y of State of NY (SSNY)
on 1/7/2020. Office location,
County of Ulster. SSNY has
been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process
against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to:
The LLC, 493-495 Albany Ave,
Kingston, NY 12401. Purpose:
any lawful act.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of JFH
Development LLC. Arts. Of
Org. filed with Secy. Of State
of NY (SSNY) on 09/10/2019.
Office location: Ulster County.
Principal business location: 40
Canaan Road, New Paltz, NY,
12561. SSNY designated as
agent of LLC upon whom process against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process served to: PO Box 219,
Woodstock, NY 12498. Any
legal purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of MAH
Development
Woodstock
LLC. Arts. Of Org. filed with
Secy. Of State of NY (SSNY)
on 12/26/2019. Office location: Ulster County. Principal
business location: 40 Canaan
Road, New Paltz, NY 12561.

SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process served to: 40 Canaan
Road, New Paltz, NY 12561.
Any legal purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of
Rosenkranse Garage LLC Arts.
of Org. filed with the Sect’y
of State of NY (SSNY) on
3/10/2020. Office location,
County of Ulster. SSNY has
been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process
against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to:
The LLC, PO Box 442, Clintondale, NY 12515. Purpose: any
lawful act.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Formation of Limited Liability Company (LLC): 1
IN 7 FILM LLC
Articles of Organization were
filed with the Secretary of State
of New York (SSNY) on February
27, 2020. Office location: Ulster
County. SSNY has been designated as agent of the LLC upon
whom process against it may be
served. SSNY shall mail a copy
of process to: 1 IN 7 FILM LLC
51 Mountain Valley Road
BOICEVILLE, New York 12412.
Purpose: Any lawful acts or
activities. Latest date upon
which LLC is to dissolve: No
specific date.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Formation of
Limited Liability Company (LLC):
Anthony Tocco L.L.C. Articles of Organization were
filed with the Secretary of
State of New York (SSNY) on
02/26/2020. Office location:
Ulster County. SSNY has been
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY shall mail
a copy of process to: Anthony
Tocco L.L.C. 273 Boice Mill
Road Kerhonkson New York
12446. Purpose: Any lawful
acts or activities. Latest date
upon which LLC is to dissolve:
No specific date.
LEGAL NOTICE
Danielle & David LLC, Arts
of Org. filed with Sec. of State
of NY (SSNY) 2/13/2020. Cty:
Ulster. SSNY desig. as agent
upon whom process against may
be served & shall mail process
to 39 Circle Dr., Phoenicia, NY
12464. General Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
Chef Elrod LLC. Filed
2/19/20. Office: Ulster Co.
SSNY desig. as agent for process & shall mail to: c/o Taffiny
Clea Elrod-ljikovic, 1022 Route
9w, Marlboro, NY 12542. Purpose: General.
LEGAL NOTICE
L J Tree Service L.L.C.
Filed 3/3/20. Office: Ulster
Co. SSNY desig. as agent for
process & shall mail to: 54
Greenville Rd, Sundown, NY
12740. Registered
Agent:
United States Corporation
Agents, Inc., 7014 13th Ave
ste 202, Bklyn, NY 11228.
Purpose: General.
LEGAL NOTICE
Opera Antefix LLC, Arts
of Org. filed with Sec. of State
of NY (SSNY) 3/6/2020. Cty:
Ulster. SSNY desig. as agent
upon whom process against
may be served & shall mail
process to 25 N. Front St.,
New Paltz, NY 12561. General
Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
137 James Partners,
LLC, Arts of Org. filed with
Sec. of State of NY (SSNY)
2/19/2020. Cty: Ulster. SSNY
desig. as agent upon whom
process against may be served
& shall mail process to 137
St. James St., Kingston, NY
12401. General Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
Thebkeepers, LLC, Arts

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Formation of Limited Liability Company (LLC): 3
Chords Kingston LLC Articles
of Organization were filed with
the Secretary of State of New
York (SSNY) on 1/15/2020.
Office location: Ulster County.
SSNY has been designated
as agent of the LLC upon
whom process against it may
be served. SSNY shall mail a
copy of process to: 3 Chords
Kingston LLC 165 Pearl Street
Kingston, NY 12401. Purpose:
Any lawful acts or activities.
Latest date upon which LLC is
to dissolve: No specific date
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Formation of BIG
APPLE 1 LLC Arts. of Org.
filed with Secy. of State of NY
(SSNY) on 02/18/20. Office
location: Ulster County. Princ.
office of LLC: c/o Applestone
Meat Co., 3605 Main St.,
Stone Ridge, NY 12484. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to the LLC at the
addr. of its princ. office. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Qualification of AC
CATSKILLS LLC
Appl. for Auth. filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY)
on 02/24/20. Office location:
Ulster County. LLC formed in
Delaware (DE) on 02/06/20.
SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process
against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to
c/o Corporation Service Co.
(CSC), 80 State St., Albany, NY
12207-2543. DE addr. of LLC:
c/o CSC, 251 Little Falls Dr.,
Wilmington, DE 19808. Cert.
of Form. filed with Jeffrey W.
Bullock, Secy. of State - State
of DE, Div. of Corps., John G.
Townsend Bldg., 401 Federal
St., Ste. 4, Dover, DE 19901.
Purpose: Any lawful activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
Bearded Boys BBQ LLC.
Filed 2/24/20. Office: Ulster
Co. SSNY designated as agent
for process & shall mail to:
1314 Burlingham Rd Pine
Bush, NY 12566. Purpose:
General.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Formation of Limited Liability Company (LLC):
Demica Dair LLC
Articles of Organization
were filed with the Secretary
of State of New York (SSNY)
on 12-18-19. Office location:
Ulster County. SSNY has been
designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall
mail a copy of process to:
Demica Dair 78 Wiltwyck
Ave Kingston, NY 12401.
Purpose: Any lawful acts or activities. Latest date upon which
LLC is to dissolve: No specific
date.
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF ORGANIZATION OF LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY
FIRST: The name of the
Limited Liability Company is
George White, LLC (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”)
SECOND: The Articles of
Organization of the Company
were filed with the Secretary of
State on March 16, 2020.
THIRD: The County within
the State of New York in which
the office of the Company is
located is Greene.
FOURTH: The Secretary
of State has been designated
as agent upon whom process

against the Company may be
served. The post office address to which the Secretary
of State shall mail process is
3111 Cobb Hill Road, Cazenovia, NY 13035.
FIFTH: The Company is organized for all lawful purposes,
and to do any and all things
necessary, convenient, or incidental to that purpose.
Dated: March 17, 2020
FREEMAN HOWARD, P.C.
441 East Allen Street
P.O. Box 1328
Hudson, New York 12534
LEGAL NOTICE
Chestnut Grove Farm,
LLC, Arts of Org. filed with Sec.
of State of NY (SSNY) 2/4/2020.
Cty: Ulster. SSNY desig. as agent
upon whom process against may
be served & shall mail process
to 269 Wilhelm Rd., Saugerties,
NY 12477. General Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
Elainewarf, LLC, Arts of
Org. filed with Sec. of State
of NY (SSNY) 2/4/2020. Cty:
Greene. SSNY desig. as agent
upon whom process against may
be served & shall mail process
to 1205 Route 23C, East Jewett,
NY 12424. General Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
Mountain Ridge Real
Property, LLC, Arts of Org.
filed with Sec. of State of NY
(SSNY) 2/7/2020. Cty: Ulster.
SSNY desig. as agent upon
whom process against may be
served & shall mail process to
5 Laurel Ln., Kerhonksen, NY
12446. General Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
To be sold at public sale
April 24, 2020 9 am at 468
Malden Tpke. Saugerties, NY
12477 1972 Chevrolet C50.
Vin
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that
the Village of Saugerties Board
of Trustees will hold a Public
Hearing on the proposed Budget for 2020/2021 on Monday
April 20, 2020 at 5:30pm.
Due to COVID19 pandemic and the Governor’s Executive Order 202 regarding
open meetings/hearings,
this Public Hearing will be
held via Webex.
Details for connecting to the
Webex meeting will be posted
on the Village website https://
villagesaugerties.digitaltowpath.org/
Copies of the preliminary
budget are available by calling the Clerk’s Office 845 246
2321 ext. 1.
All interested parties will be
heard.
Lisa Mayone
Village Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of
TERRA RIDGE LLC. Art. Of
Org. filed with the Sect’y
of State of NY (SSNY) on
11/25/19. Office in Ulster
County. SSNY has been designated as agent of the LLC
upon whom process against
it may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to the LLC, 45
Shivertown Rd New Paltz, NY,
12561. Purpose: Any lawful
purpose
LEGAL NOTICE
4EVER GREEN LLC, Arts.
of Org. filed with the SSNY
on 02/20/2020. Office loc:
Ulster County. SSNY has been
designated as agent upon
whom process against the LLC
may be served. SSNY shall
mail process to: Kevin Flood,
612 Broadway, Kingston, NY
12401. Reg Agent: Joanne
Flood, 5 Arnold Drive, Kingston, NY 12401. Purpose: Any
Lawful Purpose.
LEGAL NOTICE
388 MAIN, LLC Art. Of
Org. Filed Sec. of State of NY
3/6/20. Off. Loc. : Ulster Co.
SSNY designated as agent
upon whom process against it
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845-658-8766 | 845-417-6461 | 845-706-7197

TLKportables@gmail.com
tlkportables.com

We e k e n d s • We e k l y • M o n t h l y
may be served. SSNY to mail
copy of process to the LLC,
388 Main Street, Rosendale,
NY 12472. Purpose: Any lawful
act or activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
1905 CITY HOTEL, LLC Art.
Of Org. Filed Sec. of State of
NY 3/6/20. Off. Loc. : Ulster
Co. SSNY designated as agent
upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY to mail
copy of process to the LLC,
11 Main Street, Kingston, NY
12401. Purpose: Any lawful
act or activity.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of 493495 ALBANY AVENUE, LLC
Arts. of Org. filed with the
Sect’y of State of NY (SSNY)
on 1/7/2020. Office location,
County of Ulster. SSNY has
been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process
against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to:
The LLC, 493-495 Albany Ave,
Kingston, NY 12401. Purpose:
any lawful act.
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of formation of
Rosenkranse Garage LLC Arts.
of Org. filed with the Sect’y
of State of NY (SSNY) on
3/10/2020. Office location,
County of Ulster. SSNY has
been designated as agent of
the LLC upon whom process
against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to:
The LLC, PO Box 442, Clintondale, NY 12515. Purpose: any
lawful act.
LEGAL NOTICE
The Town of Saugerties
Zoning Board of Appeals will
hold a meeting on May 4 during which the following Public
Hearings will take place.
1. Robert Schuman
3185 Rt 9W, Saugerties NY
SBL 29.5-1-11.310.
Back Yard Area Variance of
13 ft for 60 ft x 28 ft storage
building
2. Steven Bilheimer
3646 Rt 32, Saugerties NY
SBL 8.2-5-26
Side Yard Area Variance of
2 ft for attached garage
3. Irina Kurdiani
78 Fiero Road, Saugerties
NY
SBL 18.10-2-13
Rear Area Variance of 19
ft 9 in
Area Variance of 9 ft for
stairway
This meeting will be held
remotely. Check Town website for instructions to attend
remotely. Public comment
may be sent prior to meeting to Kevin Freeman, ZBA
secretary, at Kfreeman@
saugerties.ny.us; or in writing
to ZBA, Saugerties Town Hall,
4 High Street, Saugerties, NY
12477.
Jeanne Goldberg, Chairperson
Town of Saugerties Zoning
Board of Appeals
LEGAL NOTICE
VILLAGE OF NEW PALTZ AFFORDABLE HOUSING BOARD
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION
OF THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING BOARD
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE,
that the regularly scheduled
April 28, 2020 meeting of the
Affordable Housing Board has
been cancelled owing to health
and safety concerns related to
the COVID-19 pandemic and
the confidential nature of materials submitted to the Affordable Housing Board.
BY ORDER OF THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING BOARD OF
THE VILLAGE OF NEW PALTZ
Alana Sawchuk, Secretary
LEGAL NOTICE
TOWN OF LLOYD ZONING
BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The ZBA will be holding online
or tele-presence meetings due
to the CoVid-19 pandemic. To
learn how to participate, please

go to the Town of Lloyd Website, ZBA page for directions.
Notice is hereby given that
a public hearing will be held
by the Town of Lloyd ZBA
Board, Ulster County, State of
New York, on the application
of John Fanellil, 26 Gabriety
Road, Highland NY (#95.4-226.210) is seeking residential
area variances for: (1) an accessory building in the front
yard; (2) a substandard-sized
lot for an accessory apartment; (3) an accessory building within the side-yard setback; (4) a principal building
within the side-yard setback;
and (5) a covered porch in the
side-yard setback.
The public hearing will take
place using Webex, a video
and tele-presence program on
Thursday, April 21, 2020 at
7:00PM, or as soon thereafter
as may be heard.
LEGAL NOTICE
TOWN OF LLOYD ZONING
BOARD OF APPEALS
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The ZBA will be holding online or tele-presence meetings
due to the CoVid-19 pandemic.
To learn how to participate,
please go to the Town of Lloyd
Website, ZBA page for directions.
Notice is hereby given that
a public hearing will be held
by the Town of Lloyd ZBA
Board, Ulster County, State
of New York, on the application of Isaac Zal, Austin Drive,
Highland NY (#95.2-7-7.600)
is seeking a residential area
variance for existing home
400 sq ft to become a accessory apartment to be used
as a guest house. Accessory
structure is in the front yard
and requires relief.
The public hearing will take
place using Webex, a video
and tele-presence program on
Thursday, April 21, 2020 at
7:00PM, or as soon thereafter
as may be heard.
LEGAL NOTICE
The New Paltz Zoning Board
of Appeals meeting that was
scheduled for Tuesday, April
14 at 7 p.m. was cancelled
due to a lack of applications
for review. The next scheduled
meeting of the Zoning Board of
Appeals is May 12.
LEGAL NOTICE
VILLAGE OF NEW PALTZ AFFORDABLE HOUSING BOARD
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION
OF THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING BOARD
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that
the regularly scheduled April
28, 2020 meeting of the Affordable Housing Board has
been cancelled owing to health
and safety concerns related to
the COVID-19 pandemic and
the confidential nature of materials submitted to the Affordable Housing Board.
BY ORDER OF THE AFFORDABLE HOUSING BOARD OF
THE VILLAGE OF NEW PALTZ
Alana Sawchuk, Secretary
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN THAT the Saugerties
Town Planning Board will meet
on Tuesday, April 21, 2020 at
7:30p.m. via a virtual meeting, to continue a PUBLIC
HEARING, held open from
February 18, 2020, for a SITE
PLAN on land located at 1740
Route 212 (SBL#27.2-8-33)
and owned by KINIRY WEST
LLC. Please contact Becky
Bertorelli, Planning Board Secretary, for information on how
to join the meeting. She can
be reached via email at bbertorelli@saugerties.ny.us.
BY ORDER OF THE TOWN
OF SAUGERTIES PLANNING
BOARD, C. HOWARD POST,
CHAIRMAN
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Killing time at home with
Once upon a Time in Hollywood
by Frances Marion Platt

M

any of you like
reading movie reviews. Not being able
to “go to the movies”
clearly isn’t stopping
America from inhaling cinematic product at home.
Much of the audience was doing
that already, as a matter of choice.
The time window between theatrical
release date and appearance on payper-view cable and streaming channels had dwindled to almost nothing
even before we were told to stay indoors on pain of death. Some releases, while regarded in some ever-blurrier aesthetic divide as movies rather
than TV, actually premiere or are only
viewable on the home screen. Movies made by and for companies like
Netflix are eligible for Oscar nominations so long as they are screened for

seven days in a cinema in Los Angeles
County — and who knows how long
that technicality will stand?
Whether the age of coronavirus
will prove the death knell of our accustomed distinction between the
two media is a ripe subject for think
pieces, but this wasn’t meant to be
one. This is Almanac’s film critic dipping a toe in the water of reviewing
what’s newly available, moviewise,
on your TV. If this is something you’d
like to see continue, we hope you’ll let
us know.

The actual review
One of the first recent titles made
for the big screen whose debut on a

FABULOUS

were. “Embrace the badness” seems
to be his mantra, and Once upon a
Time in Hollywood is its apotheosis.
One’s home media den may be the
perfect way to experience this movie,
in large part because, at two hours
and 41 minutes, it is way, way too
long. You’ll want to take breaks. For
all his directorial skill, confidence
and ability to write snappy dialogue,
Tarantino succumbs all too often to
his greatest weakness: self-indul-

Medical Marijuana &
Suboxone treatment

PG-13

R

Use Your Insurance
— No Added Fees
$170.00 Uninsured Patients

FURNITURE

10 minutes from Woodstock!
special thanks to rob hare for all his help over the
decades upstatefilms.org stay healthy everyone

premium cable channel came immediately in the wake of Covid 19 selfisolation is one of Hollywood’s odes
to itself, made by a director defined
by his affection for B movies. Quentin Tarantino buys wholeheartedly
into the film industry’s identity as a
“dream factory” even as he de-romanticizes and deconstructs it bit by bit,
reminding us that our nostalgia about
old movies and TV shows tends to obscure how bad these products often

FirstCare Medical Center

222 Route 299, Highland • 845.691.DOCS
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gence. His narratives are too rambly,
his obligatory scenes of violence too
relentlessly graphic, his encyclopedic
knowledge of cinema and television
too ostentatiously on display.
No one gets to rein this guy in.
That’s a mixed blessing. Sometimes
he takes us places we didn’t know we
wanted to go until we got there, and
at other times he’s wasting our attention span on several too many pop
culture references, just showing off.
Like Inglorious Basterds, Once
upon a Time… is an alternate history
imagining how a bad time might’ve
ended better — in itself a commentary on how movie magic can reshape
and add gloss to our perceptions of
the past. In this case, the climactic
event is the Tate/LaBianca killings in
August 1969. What if, Tarantino asks,
the Manson gang was really after
someone else who’d slighted them?
What if some diversion had changed
the outcome of their murderous
rampage? And what might the lives
of these fictional interlopers have
looked like?
While the title will evoke fairytales
for some, it’s intended more as homage to the 1970s spaghetti Westerns
that the director especially loves. And
making spaghetti Westerns is the ignominious fate that his protagonist,
Rick Dalton (Leonardo DiCaprio), is
trying to avoid, his once-illustrious
career starring in early TV Westerns having dwindled into bit parts,
mainly as villains. Significantly, Rick
happens to live next door to the house
being rented by Sharon Tate and Roman Polanski. His best friend, driver
and assistant is his longtime stunt
double, Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt), who’s
also having difficulty finding work in
a changing Hollywood — although
in his case, it’s partly on account of a
rumor that he murdered his wife, a
character inspired by Natalie Wood.
For this viewer, Tarantino’s storytelling style is most powerful when he
has the self-discipline to leave things
out and to let his actors underplay
their roles. The audience is never told
whether Cliff ’s reputation is true, for
example, but we see how it influences
the judgment of people around him.
Nor do we know for sure whether his
recollection of a confrontation with
Bruce Lee (Mike Moh) on the set of
the Green Hornet TV series is accurate or a fantasy. While the depiction
of Lee as a swaggering narcissist is
every bit as cringeworthy as you may
have heard, the episode sets us up to
suspend our disbelief when the laidback character of Cliff is called upon
to bust heads effectively later on in
the story.
Pitt’s Oscar-winning turn is the best
acting in the movie precisely because
it’s mostly understated. When he
needs to fix Rick’s TV antenna (and
notice what’s going on at the Tate/
Polanski place), a couple of nonchalant moves take him up to the roof,
demonstrating his stuntman chops
without further comment. DiCaprio’s
Rick is much more of a drama queen,
a fading star afflicted by imposter
syndrome, often frustrated to the
verge of tears by his failures. We are
told that he has an alcohol problem,
but more effectively shown that he
has a nicotine problem — though
that’s probably intended mainly to
evoke the time and place when Angelenos spent entirely too much of
their time chain-smoking and driving
cars. (Twenty minutes of this movie
could’ve been productively trimmed
by losing some of the driving-around
shots.)
Di Caprio’s big thespian set piece,
a Gollum-versus-Sméagol argument with himself in a trailer dress-

ing room after he has just blown a
take, provides a prime example of
the director not knowing when to
reel things in a bit. Or perhaps it was
part of Tarantino’s intent, as metacommentary on the function of Hollywood, to let Rick’s most convincing
moments be the ones when the character is actually on set, portraying an
actor in the process of acting. When
Rick is on form, he’s actually good at
what he does. It’s when he’s left in his
own company that he comes across as
hokey. In any case, we’re left with the
impression that the right guy got the
statuette this time.
Less well-served is the character of
Sharon Tate (Margot Robbie), whose
parallel journey over the days leading
up to the Manson Family’s infamous
raid is rendered mainly with admiring shots of her long legs and feet (if
you didn’t know before this movie
that Tarantino has an obsession with
feet, you will now). She’s given almost
no dialogue and thus comes off as a
vapid, talent-free sexpot starlet —
though there is a little daft charm in
the scenes where she’s anonymously
enjoying her own performance in a
Matt Helm spy movie amidst the audience in an LA movie theater.
This is not a director who has much
of a clue what to do with women characters, as a rule. While it may be an
accurate depiction of the white-maledominated movie industry in 1969,
this deficit may detract from your enjoyment of Once upon a Time…. Hollywood has never really known how to
depict hippies, either, and Manson’s
pack of young female followers suffers especially in both regards. Cliff ’s
encounter with them on a visit to the
Spahn Ranch seems curiously static
and stagey — the actresses awkwardly arrayed, like automatons waiting
for their boss to push some activation
switch.
Again, maybe that’s the director’s
intent. His decision to keep Charlie
Manson (Damon Herriman) almost
entirely offscreen seems driven by a
good instinct to evoke a sense of disembodied menace, but the women of
the Family are one-dimensional and
unconvincing.
What does work here, besides the
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two main characters’ portrayals, is the
production design — meticulously
accurate, as is Tarantino’s wont, with
plenty of stories available in the trade
press about how he hunted down or
replicated this or that artifact, if such
details fascinate you. The period music selections are also spot-on.
All in all, I’d give Once upon a Time
in Hollywood a B grade: not really
Best Picture material, but an intermittently enjoyable wallow in retro
tinsel with a murder subplot, as processed through the lens of a director
with abundant talent and insufficient
self-discipline. A period of quarantine with not much to do around the
house is probably the best conceivable
time to check it out. It’s available on
Starz, which is currently offering an
irresistible three-month $5 monthly
subscription. That gives you enough
time to catch up on Outlander and
American Gods while you’re at it.

The writer’s postscript:
In our semi-shutdown, one-publication-taking-the-place-of-five state
that prevails while a global pandemic
rages, Ulster Publishing is dealing
with the challenge of how to assemble
a component of Hudson Valley One
that preserves some kernel of what
our readers cherished about Almanac
Weekly. It’s an audacious thing even
to contemplate, given that our brilliant editor Julie O’Connor is on layoff, that not enough cultural events
are happening to justify an arts-andleisure calendar, and that our usual
sources of advertising revenue have
shut down for the nonce.
But, while doing our best to supply
what you need to know about how
Covid 19 is reconfiguring our reality, we’re also giving some thought to
what you might want. And past feedback has convinced some of us that
includes movie reviews.

Jessica Rice

SAUGERTIES
SENIOR HOUSING

Beautiful Images Hair Salon
123 Boices Lane, Kingston, NY 12401
Makeup: 845-309-6860
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www.beautifulimageshairsalon.com

Subsidized Housing
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SECURE LIVING
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at the information below
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Pay a friend back
instantly, from anywhere
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Likes To

$PIN

Use Rondout Savings Bank’s SPIN mobile banking
service to send money instantly from your checking
account to a friend’s bank debit card.
Quick
& Easy
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Enter Amount
$25.00
What is this for?

Money Sent In
Real-Time

Lunch
CONTINUE

Safe &
Secure

Learn More at RondoutBank.com

Kingston • West Hurley • Hyde Park

(845) 331-0073 • www.RondoutBank.com

You must have a checking or savings account with Rondout
Savings Bank to use SPIN. Transfers of funds can only be sent to
accounts opened and located in the US. International transfers of
funds cannot be conducted through SPIN.
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Virtual music roundup
by John Burdick

O

f all the suffering
artists in our midst,
feel most for the actors. The Hudson Valley’s painters, poets
and novelists barely
notice the difference. Alone is alone
is alone. Even dancers can hope to
develop their technique in quarantine, and to present online, though I
have yet to see it myself. For photographers, it’s a feast of haunting ghosttown images, at the very least.
Congregation is an essential dimension of all the arts, but only in theater is it the art itself. Entire schools
of modern acting are based on little
more than glorified droplet exchange.
The region’s professional and amateur theaters — Shadowland, Denizen, SUNY New Paltz, Center for Performing Arts in Rhinebeck, County
Players, Bridge Street in Catskill, the
grand theaters in Kingston, Poughkeepsie, and more — are all dark,
its actors darker still. And strangely
quiet.
My tribe — musicians, hurt by canceled shows, lost revenue and endangered venues — turn to the virtual
modes of creation, collaboration and
presentation that were already a large
and growing part of their mode. The
infrastructure for a relatively smooth
adaptation was already pretty much
at the ready.
Our social-media feeds are a proliferation of livestream and taped
performances, some on specialized
platforms such as Stageit, with purportedly higher sound quality, others
on everyman’s Facebook Live. Many
others are presented on YouTube,
with creators acknowledging that the
difference between “live” and “like, 20
minutes ago” is not enough to justify
the low-bit-rate sound quality and
seizing, halting video of the overtaxed
Internet Now.
Emphasis is on solo, of course,
but even there the resourceful find
their workarounds. At least one of
the livestream acts discussed below
— the trio of pro songwriters Chris
Maxwell, Ambrosia Parsley and Holly
Miranda — prioritized music above,
say, home, and sheltered together.
And now every family is the makings
of a band.
Look, musicians are making a lot of
noise right now. They might in fact be
the most strident and chirpy demographic in my feed. Can or will you
attend them all? Of course not, especially since Spotify and Apple Music
are as comprehensive and as on-tap
as ever.
I find that a daily look in on and
intimate performance by an artist I
appreciate is a part of my sanity cocktail. We really cannot be sure what
the next era of social life will look like.
Will crowds return to the venues and
theaters in force and as before? We
sure hope so, but it seems likely that
screen-based delivery is here to stay
as well. So develop the habit and the
taste. Here’s how, right now.

Bearsville Uncut,
Saturdays, 8 p.m.
They were just reopening under
new and committed ownership, and

PROVIDED

Unison “Live-ish” will present an online drag performance curated by Strawberry, noted member of the Hudson
Valley’s Haus of Peculiar and producer of the drag show “Forbidden Fruit” on Saturday, April 18. The evening
features performances and pieces by Andramada, Cecilia Sin, Pinwheel Pinwheel and Show Ponii.
with Mike Amari — the man who
built Kingston — booking and steering. Sigh. Patience. But in the meantime, Grossman’s holy theater offers Bearsville Uncut, a series of live
concerts from the vaults. The last
one was none other than NRBQ. Upcoming concerts include Orleans and
Citizen Cope.
https://www.facebook.com/bearsvilletheater

Radio Woodstock Sofa Sessions
The birthplace of the Adult Alternative format and a venerable institution in local music and culture,
Radio Woodstock was quick to do its
part to fill the gap. Radio Woodstock
is uniquely positioned to combine
local talent (Thursdays) with onformat nationals (Fridays and Saturdays). Streaming on Facebook on
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays at
7 p.m., the Sofa Sessions emphasize
intimate performances, because that
is what is left for us.
Learn more at https://www.facebook.com/RadioWoodstock/
Maxwell Miranda Parsley Live
from Goathouse Studio
Chris Maxwell was one of several
area musicians who released a spanking new record — the extraordinary
New Store No. 2 — right into the
COVID-19 mess. With all traditional
live record support activities canceled
and forbidden, Maxwell took quickly
to online performance, enlisting his

A-list singer songwriter buddies Holly Miranda and Ambrosia Parsley of
Shivaree fame for a weekly live performance on Instagram from Maxwell’s Woodstock Goathouse Studio,
Sundays at 3 p.m.
https://www.instagram.com/goathousestudio

Tubby’s Kingston Instagram
Live Living Room Shows
A still fairly recent add to the local venue scape, Tubby’s did not take long to establish itself as one of the hippest and best
curated rooms around. Now they’re holding up their end in a big way, with a series
of Instagram Live shows drawn from local
and international talent pools. Upcoming
shows include New haven’s Stefan Christensen on April 16, Georgia’s Michael Potter on April 17, Buck Gooter + Ships in the
Night on April 19 and Milwaukee’s Kendra Amalie on April 20. Shows begins at 8
p.m. Tubby’s encourages viewer to tip the
artists via the provided Paypal and Venmo
links and also puts in a good word on behalf of its waylaid staff.

https://www.instagram.com/tubbyskingston/

Online Rollick 2020,
The Ashokan Center
On the weekend of April 24 to 26,
The Ashokan Center — site of the
famous Hoots and a leading international curator of contemporary
folk music — hosts the Online Rollick, a ticketed online event that, in
true Hoot style, emphasizes audi-

ence interaction and participation
to the extent that the delivery system
can. These online workshops, jams
and concerts will help participants
deepen their playing, build their repertoire, make new friends and pass
the time. The Online Rollick is open
to all ages. The lineup of teachers and
performers includes Debra Clifford,
Becca Wintle, Emily Schaad, Jake
Blount, Val Mindel, Rachel Eddy,
WV fiddler, Maggie Shar, Joseph DeJarnette, A’yen Tran, Jay Ungar and
Molly Mason, Max Rainwater, Nicole
Ball, Monica-Lisa Mills, Michael J
Merenda Jr., Ruth Ungar, Karen Loving. Events run all day, starting at 10
a.m. See the full schedule and ticketing options at the Ashokan Center
Website.
https://ashokancenter.org

Unison Live-ish Drag
Performance Online Fundraiser
New Paltz’ long-running Unison
Arts Center sped into the Covid age
with Unison Live-ish, smartly (in this
writer’s opinion) recognizing that the
quality and stability of prerecorded
performances offer some real advantages over live. The Live-ish series
continues this Saturday, April 18 with
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https://www.facebook.com/TheMammalsUSA/

Gig Talk, WGXC 90.7-FM,
Thursdays 8 p.m.
Hosted by Matt Mottel and Kevin
Shea, Gig Talk engages local musicians in a discussion of live music,
royalties, unemployment, online performances, and more. Listeners call
in questions, comments, rants, raves
at (518) 622-2598.
wavefarm.org/listen
Lick of the Day at
Homespun Tapes
Happy Traum has lived through a
few things. The legendary Greenwich
Village folkie, songwriter, Leadbellyinspired guitarist and dedicated folkmusic educator pitches in with one of
our more novel offerings: Lick of the
Day instructional videos served from
Traum’s Homespun Tapes Facebook
page.https://www.facebook.com/
homespun.music.instruction
Elly Wininger’s
El’s Kitchen Concert Series
The well-connected songwriter and
acoustic blues guitarist extraordinaire Elly Wininger was signed — at
the age of 70 — to the legendary label
Adelphi records in 2019. She hosts
live from El’s Kitchen, with performances by a variety of the area’s leading songwriter.
https://www.facebook.com/ellywin

PROVIDED

Lara Hope.
the Drag Performance Online Fundraiser curated by Strawberry, noted
member of the Hudson Valley’s Haus
of Peculiar and producer of the drag
show “Forbidden Fruit.” The evening
features performances and pieces by
Andramada, Cecilia Sin, Pinwheel
Pinwheel and Show Ponii.
https://www.unisonarts.org/

Live from Quarantine
One wouldn’t expect the good artists of Hudson to shelter too anonymously. Live from Quarantine
describes itself as “a weekly experimental broadcast combining live +
prerecorded media in response to
social distancing caused by Covid 19.”

TLK

LLC

Portable
Toilet
Rentals

Pine-scented
green • Rosescented pink
Carmel • White
Blue • Gray
Red and blue
Handicap
accessible

845-658-8766 • 845-417-6461
845-706-7197
TLKportables@gmail.com
tlkportables.com
Having an event?

Sporting Events • Concerts • Street
Festivals • Parks • Construction/
Building Sites • Public Areas
Weekends • Weekly • Monthly

Shows are on Fridays at 8 p.m., and
sometimes feature more than a halfdozen performers. Learn more at the
website https://fromquarantine.com

Lara Hope Live,
Mondays at 7 p.m.
The region’s (the world’s?) hardest
working roots rock artist Lara Hope
was not likely to let a little ol’ global
pandemic slow her down much. And
she hasn’t. Up next is a live performance by the Gold Hope Duo, Lara’s
duo project with her husband, Matt
Goldpaugh. Get your dose here:
https://www.facebook.com/LaraHopeandTheArkTones

SPRING

CLEAN UP!

CLEARING AWAY LEAVES,
BRANCHES & CLUTTER
HAULING AWAY DEBRIS
RE-EDGING AND
CLEANING GARDEN BEDS
RE-SEEDING
PRUNING

845.399.3186

Mike & Ruthy on Facebook
Live, April 17
Yet more local luminaries releasing
a new record into the uncertainties
of the Covid and post-Covid worlds,
Mike & Ruthy of the legendary folkrock group The Mammals have taken
their pre-release support activities
virtual. Their next performance will
be this Friday, April 17 at 8 p.m., a
Facebook Live stream celebrating the
release date of The Mammals’s third
single, “East Side West Side,” from
their forthcoming album, Nonet.

Robert Burke Warren,
Bathrobe Sessions
The prolific songwriter, show curator, music critic and novelist Robert
Burke Warren — yet another artist
who tossed a brand-new record into
the Co-void — performs now on the
Stageit platform (https://www.stageit.
com/RBW) and on Facebook with his
Bathrobe Sessions — a series of casual
videos of covers drawn from every corner of the rock, pop, country, and folk
worlds, and performed in a bathrobe.
https://www.facebook.com/robertbwarren/
The Teters Family Band,
Facebook/Instagram, April 17
The Teters Family Band is going
live from its quarantine stronghold in
New Paltz on April 17 at 8 p.m. Built
from a family of uncommonly high
musical aptitude, the band features
Joanna Teters (Mad Satta), Joey Lopez, Jerry Teters, Betty Marton and
Adam Teters. This is probably worth
a look.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Party Planning/
Catering

POTTIE FOR YOUR PARTY! HAVING A
PARTY? TLK LLC. PORTABLE TOILET
RENTALS. Weekend, Weekly, Monthly
Rentals. We have Gray, White, Blue, Tan,
Green (pine-scented), Pink (rose-scented),
Red & Blue Handicap Accessible. (We also
have a few w/sinks). Great for Construction/Building Sites, Sporting Events, Concerts, Street Festivals, Parks, Outdoor Weddings, Campsites, Flea Markets, Party
Events, etc. Call 845-658-8766, 845-4176461 or 845-706-7197. e-mail: TLKportables@gmail.com

380

600

Ask About Our
Long Term Storage Discount

5x15 $50 10x10 $70
10x20 $110 10x30 $150

845-657-2494
845-389-0504

601

420

HIGHLAND: 2-BEDROOM second floor
end unit. Heat & hot water included. $1050/
month. Separate entrance. Carpeted. Private, quiet neighborhood. On-site parking.
Next to Lloyd Town Hall, near Rt. 9W. Minutes to Poughkeepsie Bridge, Metro North,
Rt. 9 & hospitals. 1 month security. No
smoking. 845-453-0047.

430

New Paltz
Rentals

1-BEDROOM APARTMENT available
April 1 at Village Arms. Wood floors. Top
floor, end unit. Convenient location on Rt.
32 bus route. $1200/month includes heat,
hot water, plowing and garbage pick-up. No
pets. No smokers. 1st month, 1 month security to move in. Call 845-594-4433. Owner
is Broker, no fee.

NEW PALTZ GARDENS
APARTMENTS

21A Colonial Dr., New Paltz. 1 & 2 BR apts.
Pets welcome! No security deposit option.
3-12 month leasing terms. Pool, laundry on site.

845-255-6171

SOUTHSIDE TERRACE APARTMENTS
offers semester leases for FALL 2020 and
Short-Term for the Summer! Furnished
studios, one & two bedrooms, includes heat
& hot water. Recreation facilities. Walking
distance to campus and town. 845-2557205.
NICE UNFURNISHED ROOMS; Starting
at $485/month. Excellent location. Close
to SUNY college. All utilities included. Call
845-255-6029 or 914-474-5176, leave message.

telephone

Call 334-8200. Hours: MWThF 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday: 9-11 a.m.

e-mail

classifieds@ulsterpublishing.com

website

classifieds.hudsonvalleyone.com/place-a-classified-ad

fax

Our fax-machine number is 845-334-8809 (include credit card #)

drop-off

322 Wall St., Kingston.

deadlines

rates

LLC

845-658-8766 | 845-417-6461 | 845-706-7197

TLKportables@gmail.com
tlkportables.com

Wee k e n d s • We e k l y • M o n t h l y

603

contact

phone, mail

Portable Toilet Rentals

Tree Services

HAVE A DEAD TREE..... CALL ME! Dietz
Tree Service Inc. Tree Removal, Trimming,
Stump Grinding. Seasoned Firewood for
Sale. (845)255-7259. Residential, Municipalities.

FULLY INSURED

HIGHLAND: 1-BEDROOM END UNIT,
heat & hot water included. $925/month.
Private, quiet neighborhood. Private parking. Next to Highland Town Hall/Court on
Church Street, near Rt. 9W. Minutes to
SUNY New Paltz, Poughkeepsie Bridge,
Metro North, Rt. 9 & hospitals. 1 month security. No smoking. No pets. 845-453-0047.

Portable Toilet
Rentals

TLK

1 Ridge Rd., Shokan, NY 12481
Highland/
Clintondale
Rentals

to place an ad:

For Sale

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:
Bowflex Power Pro w/210lb. rod pack, leg
curl and leg ext. accessory; $500. Total
Gym; $250. Pilates reformer; $100. Call
845-255-0523.

Garage/
Workspace/
Storage

ASHOKAN
STORE-IT
5x10 $40
10x15 $90
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LAWLESS
TREE SERVICE

CERTIFIED ARBORIST • CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES

The absolute final deadline is Tuesday at 11 a.m.

weekly

$20 for 30 words; 20 cents for each additional word.

special
deals

$72 for four weeks (30 words); $225 for 13 weeks; $425 for 26
weeks; 800 for a year; each additional word after 30 is 20 cents per
word per week. Future credit given for cancellations, no refunds.

policy
errors
payment

reach

Proofread before submitting. No refunds will be given, but credit will
be extended toward future ads if we are responsible for any error.
Prepay with cash, check, Visa, MasterCard or Discover.

print

Almanac’s classified ads are distributed throughout the region
and are included in Woodstock Times, New Paltz Times, Saugerties
Times and Kingston Times. Over 15,000 copies printed.

web

Almanac’s classified ads also appear on hudsonvalleyone.com,
part of our network of sites with more than 2.6 million unique
visitors per year.

702

Art Services

EXPERIENCED HANDYMAN WITH A
VAN. Carpentry, painting, flatscreen
mounting, light hauling/delivery, cleanouts. Second home caretaking. All small/
medium jobs considered. Versatile, trustworthy, creative, thrifty. References. Ken Fix
It. 845-616-7999.

STUMP GRINDING

ALLEN
LAWLESS • 845-247-2838
SAUGERTIES,
NEW YORK
CELL.: 845-399-9659

615

Hunting/Fishing
Sporting Goods

GUNS WANTED. CASH PAID. Japanese
swords, and Militaria. I come to you. Transfers, Estimates and Appraisals. Federal Firearms License. Spartan Trading Co., 90 Dug
Hill Rd., Hurley, NY. 914-388-9286

695

Professional
Services

*Jessica Rice*; Beautiful Images Hair Salon, 123 Boices Lane, Kingston. Hair- 845383-1852; www.beautifulimageshairsalon.
com Makeup- 845-309-6860; www.jessicamitzi.com

SPRAY FOAM
SOLUTIONS INC

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
607-435-7930
Free Estimates & Fully Insured

GBM TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
INC. Professional Moving and Delivery.
Residential/Commercial. Local and N.Y.C.
Metro areas. N.Y.S. Dot T 12467, Shandaken, N.Y. Call 845-688-2253.

700

Personal &
Health Services

SPORT OF IRON FITNESS- A Culture of
Strength. NOW OFFERING $35/MONTH
OPEN GYM. *State of the Art Strength
Training Equipment* *Powerlifting, Strongman, Olympic Lifting Equipped* *9000
sq.ft. facility including 1400 sq.ft. of turf.
Group Training Sessions - Registered Dietician - Youth Programs - Personal Training.
120 State Route 28, Kingston. Call Today
845-853-8189.

710

Organizing/
Decorating/
Refinishing

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZER/HOUSEKEEPER. Help w/everyday problems, special projects; clutter, paperwork, moving,
gardening & personal assistant. Affordable.
Fully Insured, Confidentiality Assured.
MargotMolnar.com; Masters Psychology,
former CEO, Certified Hospice Volunteer.
margotmolnar1@gmail.com
(845)6796242.

715

720

Painting/Odd
Jobs

Cleaning Services

CLEAN UPS, CLEAN OUTS. Indoor/Outdoor. Junk & debris removal. Estates prepared for Moving and Sale. (845)688-2253.

Gary Buckendorf

NEED EXTERIOR PAINTING?

I want to keep Social Distance
I WORK ALONE
Many references in Catskill area and Manhattan
garybuckendorf@gmail.com

917-593-5069

Interior Painting & Staining,
Sheet Rocking,
All Stages of Remodeling
Residential & Commercial • Free estimates, fully insured
Accepting all major credit cards.

Contact Jason Habernig

845-331-4966/249-8668

Visit my website: Haberwash.com
www.facebook.com/Haberwash
NYS DOT T-12467

Incorporated 1985

COUNTRY CLEANERS

Homes & Offices • Insured & Bonded

Excellent references.

Call (845)706-1713
or (845) 679-8932

717

Caretaking/
Home
Management

• Residential / Commercial
• Moving • Delivery
• Trucking
• Local & NYC Metro Areas

Shandaken, NY
845-688-2253
English Handyman, mature, friendly, experienced, reliable, educated. Painting,
woodwork, repairs, etc. Also maintenance,
management and pre-sale consultation.
Quick response 917-364-2157.
HANDYALL SERVICES:
*Carpentry,
*Plumbing, *Electrical, *Painting, *Excavating & Grading. 5 ton dump trailer. Trees cut.
Call Dave 845-514-6503- mobile.
House & Estate Cleanouts, Junk Removal,
Dump Runs. Helping homeowners, realtors
and property managers for 20 years. One
call, it’s gone! Senior & disabled discounts.
845-247-7365. GarysHauling.com

April 16, 2020
Hudson Valley One

Ulster Publishing
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Almanac Weekly | The Night Sky

In quest of a true spectacle
Bopp in 1997, which lingered for
more than half a year.
Since then, southern hemisphere citizens got to see superComet McNaught in 2007, discovered by Aussie Bob McNaught
but invisible from the US and Europe. And now, comets are just a
memory.
Headlines a few weeks ago
speculated that we were finally
going to get a bright comet later
this very spring — Comet Atlas.
But I was pessimistic, since comets are sadistic objects that like to
break our hearts.
Remember Comet Ison a few
years ago, in 2013, the muchtouted “comet of the century?” It
was great for my daughter’s company, Special Interest Tours, since
110 people signed up to come to
Chile to see it. But, sure enough,
as it came close, the sun’s gravity
tore it apart, and it faded dramatically, as Halley’s Comet had
in 1986. And Comet Kohoutek a
dozen years earlier, after making
the cover of Time as, yes, that decade’s “comet of the century.”
That’s because we always can
calculate where a comet will be,
but not how it will behave. And
now, sure enough, Comet Atlas
has broken apart. It appears it
will not put on any kind of show
for us.
Still, we remain overdue for a
“great comet.” Typically, the discovery will be a surprise, since
the typical brilliant comet has a
10,000-to-80,000-year orbit and
thus is unknown to us prior to its
discovery. We usually get a few
months’ warning that it will pass
close to us and the sun.
So be patient. Sooner or later. . .
— Bob Berman

We all enjoy sky-spectacles,
and especially those that do not
require a telescope. Some are
not too frustratingly rare, such
as brilliant meteors and rainbows. And we can greatly increase the odds of seeing these
if we know when they’re most
likely. Meteors, for example,
are far more prevalent between
midnight and dawn on nights
when the moon is absent.
They’re even more prevalent
during rich showers, like the
Perseids on August 11 and the
Geminids every December 13.
And rainbows preferentially
occur during afternoons from
May through August.
Other spectacles are truly
rare. A total solar eclipse last occurred over our region on January 24, 1925. And the next over
Kingston and New Paltz won’t
happen until May 1, 2079, although, we’ll have one as nearby
as Burlington on April 8, 2024.|
The most recent vivid aurora
display overhead from here was
in October 2001. We had an
even better one a year earlier.
Among the rarest of spectacles are bright comets. On average, a comet brilliant enough to
appear over light-polluted cities happens once every 15 to 20
years.
When it does, it might last
for only a few nights, which was
the case for the gorgeous comet
West, amazing as seen from
here on March 7, 1976, with a
tail as long as 20 full moons in
a row. Or it might stick around
for a few months. We beat the
odds and had the very unusual
event of two bright comets only
a year apart when the long but
somewhat faint comet Hyakutake hovered near the Little
Dipper in 1996, followed by
much brighter Comet Hale-

Stoneridge Electrical
Service, Inc.
www.stoneridgeelectric.com

• Standby Generators • LED Lighting
• Service Upgrades

• Landscape Lighting

• Emergency Service • Wiring for Pools
Available
& Spas

Authorized Dealer & Installer
Low-Rate Financing Available

e w Emergency Generators r y
LICENSED
331-4227
INSURED
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Building Services

TLK LLC. PORTABLE TOILET RENTALS. Weekend, Weekly, Monthly rentals.
We have Gray, white, blue, tan, green (pinescented), pink (rose-scented), red & blue
handicap accessible. (We also have a few w/
sinks). Great for Construction/Building
Sites, Sporting Events, Concerts, Street Festivals, Parks, Outdoor Weddings, Campsites,
Flea Markets, Party Events, etc. Call 845658-8766, 845-417-6461 or 845-706-7197.
e-mail: TLKportables@gmail.com
HANDYMAN, HOME REPAIR, Carpentry,
Remodels, Installations, Roofing, Painting,
Mechanical repairs, etc. Large and small
jobs. Reasonable rates. Free estimates.
References available. (845)616-7470.

Interiors & Remodeling Inc
Ted’s
From Walls to Floors,
Ceilings to Doors,
Decks, Siding,
Additions & More

.

725

Plumbing,
Heating,
AC & Electric

Want to know more? To read
Bob’s previous columns, visit
our Almanac Weekly website at
HudsonValleyOne.com.

Reliable, dependable & insured

845-591-8812

tedsinteriors@gmail.com

760

Gardening/
Landscaping

Paramount
Earthworks

Landscaping & Excavation
Commercial and Residential Lawn Care,
Lawn Installation, Land Clearing,
Driveway Repair and More.
Over 25 years of experience, fully insured.

William (845) 401-6637

950

Animals

Look who’s being cared for at Saugerties
Animal Shelter! We have such loving adult
cats & kittens just waiting to become part of
your family. CEDRIC; one of the most beautiful; ok, handsome white, tan & black blue
eyed cats you’d ever hope to meet. He’s so

affectionate! He was left to fend for himself
when his family moved & abandoned him.
Terrible thing to happen to this wonderful
8-year old cat boy. BETTY: was a wonderful
cat mama. All of Betty’s kittens were adopted and now Betty, a 2-year old adorable tiger, is looking for a home. Betty is shy and
waiting for someone to love her unconditionally. BLACKIE; elegant, all black,
6-year old cat girl is ready to bring you joy. If
you adopt kittens: Remember: 2 kittens
aren’t twice as much fun as 1 kitten; they’re
10 times the fun! Also- They’ll always have
each other as company. And- you will receive twice the love! If you’re interested in
adopting a kitten, this is a perfect time to
meet the adorable, lively kittens at Saugerties Animal Shelter. Kitten season is almost all year long!! Teenage kittens are between 10-14 months old. That time-frame
can vary as each kitten is an individual.
These are the DOGS at Saugerties Animal
Shelter. Please come meet them & see who
could be your new love. MOLLY: super
sweet, spayed, 7-year old Pittie Lab girl.
She’s good w/larger dogs but no cats, please.
Molly’s tail never stops wagging! LILY:
sweet & shy, tan & white, 4-year old brindle
Pittie mix girl who needs a quiet home.
Since we care about everyone’s safety, especially during this health crisis, the shelter is
open by appointment only. Appointments
are available for Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays. Please call 845-679-0339 to
make an appointment to meet your new
love! Saugerties Animal Shelter - 1765 NY212, Saugerties, NY 12477. (SAS is located

behind the transfer station.)
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Pet Care

WOULD YOU LIKE AN OUTDOOR CAT?
Do you have a barn, garage, shed or outbuilding? Would you like to consider having
feral cats? You can help cats in need who will
help keep your barn, etc. free of rodents. The
cats will be neutered/spayed and up to date
w/shots. Please call the Woodstock Feral
Cat Project at 347-258-2725.

L&M Pet Sitting
Professional pet care visits
for cats, dogs, birds, and other exotic species.

Lauren Storm & Michael Steeley
(607) 431-3392
LnMpetsitting@gmail.com

Check us out
on Facebook!
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Vehicles Wanted

CASH PAID FOR USED cars & trucks regardless of condition. Junk cars removed.
Call 246-0214. DMV 7107350.

